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losing        streak
two-year logger football
On Sept. 21, the Puget Sound Loggers’ football team beat the Whittier Poets 42-31 on the road in Whittier, 
Calif. Th is game marked the fi rst victory 
in an away game since 2008. 
Th e Logger football team’s reputation 
had been declining due to 20 consecutive 
losses. 
“Football has been on a not-so-hot los-
ing streak for the past two years,” run-
ning back Justin Brush said. “And we beat 
[Whittier]…and it was phenomenal.”
College football has been renowned 
across the country as one of the most im-
portant sports a university can have. 
However, reception and attitudes have 
been lukewarm towards the football pro-
gram because of the Loggers’ track re-
cord. An article published in Th e Trail in 
March 2013 weighed the pros and cons of 
even keeping the program. 
Th e removal of a century-long pro-
gram could have been detrimental to the 
school’s morale and could have lessened 
the attraction of Puget Sound to both 
prospective students and alumni. Th is 
game’s positive outcome has resurrected 
wider support for the football team.
“I think that we’re an extremely vital 
part of what makes a liberal arts educa-
tion. Football fi ts one of those niches,” 
head football coach Jeff  Th omas said. 
Th omas has been the head coach since 
early 2010, long enough to see the Log-
gers struggle and fi nally pull through for 
the breakthrough against Whittier.
On Sept. 4, 2010 Th omas led his players 
to their fi rst non-conference (i.e. not of-
fi cially sanctioned) victory at Baker Sta-
dium. Th en, he continued to guide the 
team on to defeat Whittier in a North-
west Conference game.   
Quarterback Braden Foley said that the 
players’ homecoming was met with an 
unprecedented positive reception. 
“We came back from the trip down to 
California, and there was a hundred peo-
ple outside our bus waiting for us, and it 
was just the most incredible feeling hav-
ing the school behind you. Th eir support 
is defi nitely something that we need and 
love,” Foley said.
Th at support extended beyond other 
athletes and the athletic department. 
“Our buses were just mobbed by all 
kinds of students…I recognized some 
student athletes, but there were a ton 
of non-athletes there, which was…even 
more special,” Th omas said. “It was one 
of the best things I’d ever seen.”
Th e team’s aim was to win the game, not 
to simply break their losing streak. 
“From an outside perspective…it was 
important for us to beat this streak,” 
Th omas said. “But for our players, it’s all 
about getting better and that we had fi -
nally beat the team on Saturday.” 
Popular culture oft en gives rise to the 
so-called ‘jock’ persona, sometimes cre-
ating a divide between the athletes and 
the rest of the student body. Neither of 
these groups may feel able to identify 
with the other. 
But Puget Sound broke free of these no-
tions when the football team returned by 
showing their rejuvenated support for 
the players. 
“I’d like to think…we’re beyond stereo-
types,” Th omas said, commenting on the 
academic rigor and diverse interests of 
the players.
BY pAUL GOUDARZi-fRY
By NAKiSHA ReNee JONeS
aSupS
elections 
approach
ASUPS is beginning another sea-
son of elections. Positions are open-
ing to a new group of candidates 
interested in serving as part of the 
Associated Students of the Universi-
ty of Puget Sound. 
Th e Puget Sound website describes 
ASUPS as “an autonomous, stu-
dent-run department on campus, 
with an annual budget that is over 
$500,000…and generally serves as 
the voice of the student.” 
Campaigning is already underway 
as applicants begin to inform the 
community about their intentions 
for running.
Students can pick from at least 
three candidates running for resi-
dence hall senator, two opponents 
for senator at large and several fresh-
man senators. Voting begins Oct. 8 
at 9 a.m. and ends Oct. 14 at 5 p.m.
“ASUPS at its best is a place where 
students can come together to solve 
issues concerning the student body. 
I think ASUPS’s role should be a 
mechanism for students to address 
campus wide problems and work 
with faculty to make this university 
better,” one candidate in the running 
for freshman senator, Matthew Feld-
mann, said.
When asked why he is running 
for freshman senator he said, “Be-
cause this class needs leaders who 
will fi ght for what students want this 
University to become. We all have 
ideas on how to make this place spe-
cial but we need somebody who can 
listen and show initiative to make 
those ideas a reality. I want to help 
people more than anything and I will 
fi ght to make our dreams a reality.” 
With so many requests made to 
ASUPS daily in regards to helping 
students and engaging our campus, 
it is the role of the student body to 
take this election into serious con-
sideration and make educated deci-
sions on who would best represent 
our school.
“I think ASUPS has really good 
ideas, but their ability to do anything 
is oft en prohibited by the school. I 
would look for someone who is able 
to expand the ability of ASUPS,” ju-
nior Greg Reeser said.
For more information about 
ASUPS or the current members of 
the senate go to the ASUPS offi  ce on 
the second fl oor of the S.U.B.
ASUPS President Eric Hopfenbeck 
encourages students to let their voice 
be heard in shaping our community. 
ASUPS would not be a functioning 
unit without participants willing to 
take the next step into being an ac-
tive student. Together students can 
help to solve problems on our cam-
pus, build new relationships with 
our nearby community and create a 
vibrant atmosphere for students to 
grow in civic engagement. 
Vote, talk to a senator, stop by a 
meeting, do what it takes to be in-
volved. Together we are ASUPS.
puget Sound ties for 76th in ranking
By HANeeN RASOOL
Recently, University of Puget 
Sound tied with Transylvania Uni-
versity in Lexington, Ky. for the 
rank of 76 in US News’s Best Col-
leges. 
As well as having beautiful cam-
puses both are recognized as pres-
tigious liberal arts universities. 
However, despite receiving the 
same ratings there are notable dif-
ferences between Transylvania 
University and University of Puget 
Sound. 
While University of Puget Sound 
does not have a religious affilia-
tion, Transylvania is affiliated with 
the Disciples of Christ. 
“[The University of Puget Sound] 
used to be fairly closely affiliat-
ed with the Methodist Church or 
Methodist Episcopal Church un-
til 1980, when we divested from 
them, at least in part in order to 
make our students eligible for fed-
eral financial aid—lack of sepa-
ration of church and state having 
been a roadblock to that,” profes-
sor Steve Rodgers of the Foreign 
Language and Literature Depart-
ment said.
Remnants of the University’s pri-
or affiliation are still visible today. 
“If you want to see an old vestige 
of Puget Sound in the early 20th 
century, look to the right of the 
main entrance to Jones at the top 
of the stairs on the east side to see 
the plaque listing the priorities of 
the institution at that time,” Rodg-
ers said.
When it comes to academics, 
both universities provide a wide 
range of classes and similar set-
tings in terms of small class sizes; 
according to US News a majority 
of the classes have fewer than 20 
students. 
Majors are similar as well. Two of 
the most popular majors for both 
universities are psychology and 
business. 
There is a similar distribution of 
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The following is a summary of 
incidents occurring on campus 
- or the campus border - and 
reported to Security Services 
between September 24, 2013 
and September 30, 2013:
 
·     A student reported her back 
pack—containing her laptop 
computer—was stolen from 
the Wheelock Student Center 
where she had left it unsecured 
and unattended.
·    A student reported his Suba-
ru Legacy was stolen from 
the university parking lot on 
Union Ave.  The student re-
ported his vehicle was secured 
and no one had permission to 
use it.
·     A student reported the ste-
reo stolen from his vehicle—
also parked in a university lot 
on Union Ave.  The driver’s 
side door lock on the vehi-
cle was discovered damaged. 
The stereo was later recovered 
about 50 yards away from the 
vehicle lying in the street.
 
Crime Prevention Tips:
 
·     The use of “U-Bolt” style 
locks to security bicycles is 
highly recommended.  Re-
member to secure bicycles 
through the frame.
·     Do not leave valuables in 
your vehicle—especially in 
plain view.  Steering wheel 
locking devices are recom-
mended.
·     Always secure your 
room or office area when un-
attended
·     Take advantage of the Se-
curity Safety Escort Services by 
calling (253) 879-3311.  This 
service is available 24/7.
 
 “The morale of the football team 
could not be any higher,” Brush 
said. “We are just riding this wave 
of emotional motivation. Now 
we’re hungry for another win. 
We’re so excited for the rest of the 
season.” 
Brush wishes to thank all the stu-
dents who came to meet the team 
on their return.
“Football brings schools togeth-
er,” Foley said. “Getting wins is im-
portant to keep schools together, 
and hopefully we’ll keep winning 
and bring our school even closer 
together.”
Puget Sound’s football team 
prides itself on each player’s con-
tribution to the student body, but 
together the Loggers’ wins provide 
spirit and strength to the student 
body. 
Whether it is success in the class-
room or success in the stadium, 
the university’s football represen-
tatives continue to strive for excel-
lence, rallying united support from 
all parts of the student body.
Wee’ours offers alternative weekend activities for students
Students now have more late-night    entertainment options with the introduc-tion of Wee’Ours, a group 
whose primary goal is to ensure the 
availability of on-campus events af-
ter 8 p.m. on weekends.  
“We do this by organizing events 
ourselves and helping clubs by pro-
viding additional funding and re-
serving rooms to organize events 
in this time frame,” senior Krista 
Haapanen, the group’s leader, said.
Helping Haapanen are two work-
study employees, sophomore Coo-
per Weissman and senior Ryan 
Coleman, who do the grunt work 
required to ensure the events run 
smoothly.  
While Wee’Ours does provide an 
alternative to partying on the week-
ends, its purpose is not to encour-
age students to adopt a substance-
free lifestyle.  
“Whether you’re substance-free or 
just waking up early the next morn-
ing, we don’t want your two options 
to be ‘go out to parties’ or ‘sit alone 
in my room watching Netflix,’” 
Haapanen said.  
The group hopes they can help 
students take a chance on activities 
other than the standard Friday and 
Saturday night choices.  
Last Saturday was the first 
Wee’Ours event of the year—a “TED 
Talk” viewing and discussion, com-
plete with free pizza, in the Whee-
lock Student Center Rotunda at 9 
p.m.  
About 20 to 30 people attended to 
learn more about non-profit organi-
zations, human enhancement and 
evolution and advertising. The night 
ended with a discussion about the 
featured topics.  
“TED Talks” is a non-profit or-
ganization that started in 1984 as 
a conference to bring inspirational 
people together in the wide-rang-
ing fields of technology, entertain-
ment and design. The 20-minute 
video lectures have attracted more 
than a billion views online with the 
hope that they contain “ideas worth 
spreading.”  
Junior Lee Pennebaker, a member 
of Sigma Alpha Epsilon, selects the 
videos to be shown in the Rotun-
da. Pennebaker previously hosted 
the “TED” screenings in the base-
ment of the fraternity house, until 
Wee’Ours stepped in to help move 
the events to a more accessible lo-
cation.
Pennebaker’s aim in hosting the 
“TED Talks” was to “galvanize the 
campus community around aca-
demia and social justice, create 
bonds between otherwise segment-
ed parts of the campus communi-
ty, and promote open yet structured 
discussion and debate.”  
The subject of the talk is not re-
vealed ahead of time, so students 
will not be deterred by a specific 
topic they may have a bias against 
learning about.  
“I decide which topics to show 
based on quality of talks avail-
able, feedback from others, and the 
amalgamation of both these crite-
ria within a one-week turnaround,” 
Pennebaker said.  
He has received mostly positive 
feedback from those who attended; 
however, an anonymous comment 
appeared on the Facebook page 
“UPS Confessions” claiming the 
talks were “non-inclusive.”  
“The advertising posters blatantly 
say the talks are open to all,” Pen-
nebaker said.
Besides “TED Talk” screenings, 
Wee’Ours has been tossing around 
other event ideas, including trivia in 
the Cellar on Fridays before Ubiqui-
tous They (with prizes), social danc-
ing, late-night yoga, Oppenheimer 
after-hours professor lectures and 
wine tasting, as well as more TED 
Talks.
The group wants all clubs interest-
ed in hosting a late-night event on 
campus to know that Wee’Ours can 
help.  
The Student Alliance for Satyagra-
ha Studies (SASS), run by seniors 
Maya Steinborn and James Oliver, 
is just one club taking advantage of 
Wee’Ours. 
“[SASS] focuses on sharing med-
itation and nonviolent communi-
cation as tools for cultivating inner 
peace,” Steinborn said. 
Wee’ours and SASS have been in 
contact to discuss a SASS-sponsored 
event.  The club plans to host a din-
ner and meditation session around 
Thanksgiving. 
The club will be “serving vegetar-
ian food, discussing where it came 
from, and why we are grateful for 
the meal; there will be meditation 
before and after the meal, and mu-
sic integrated throughout the event,” 
Steinborn said.  
This idea is just one example of the 
potential Wee’Ours has to facilitate 
diverse experiences for the campus 
community and make clubs more 
accessible to the student body. 
The next “TED Talk” event is 
scheduled for Oct. 12 at 9 p.m. in 
the Wheelock Student Center Ro-
tunda.  
If any individual or club would like 
to offer an event idea, they can con-
tact the club via email at Weeourse-
vents@gmail.com or go to the Puget 
Sound Wee’Ours Events Facebook 
page.
By KATe eASLeY
“Whether you’re substance-
free or just waking up early 
the next morning, we don’t 
want your two options to 
be ‘go out to parties’ or ‘sit 
alone in my room watching 
Netflix.’”
Students no longer have to choose between parties or a night alone
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male and female students as well 
as similar student to faculty ratios 
and acceptance percentages rang-
ing around 82-84 percent.
Despite these similarities, the 
differences between Transylvania 
University and University of Puget 
Sound continue to make them-
selves apparent when compared. 
According to US News there is a 
difference in the number of stu-
dents in sororities and fraterni-
ties. University of Puget Sound has 
more students who do not partici-
pate in Greek Life whereas a ma-
jority of Transylvania Universi-
ty students are involved in Greek 
Life.
The universities also received 
different endowments for 2012. 
According to the report Transylva-
nia University received over $127 
million and University of Puget 
Sound received over $250 million.
“I’ve been at this university since 
1987, and there have been a lot of 
ups and downs throughout those 
26 years.  I’ve seen three differ-
ent presidents—Phibbs, Pierce 
and Thomas—and several dif-
ferent deans of the faculty and of 
students,” Rodgers said. “The one 
thing that has seemed to stay con-
stant is the high quality of the stu-
dents and the high quality of the 
faculty. I can’t say I’d want to trade 
either one of them, overall, for any 
other university of our size and 
stature.”
While almost 100 years young-
er than Transylvania University, 
University of Puget Sound has re-
ceived its share of distinctions.
University of Puget Sound has 
been recognized multiple times by 
organizations and magazines such 
as Colleges That Change Lives 
(CTCL), Colleges of Distinction 
and the Princeton Review. Faculty 
members have been honored with 
several awards from the Carnegie 
Foundation for the Advancement 
of Teaching. 
“I’ll rank our faculty at least 
equal to, and—more often than 
not—higher than that of any other 
liberal arts institution in the coun-
try,” Rodgers said.
PHOTO COURTESY / PUGETSOUND.EDU
Tied: Puget Sound was recently ranked 76th among universities by US News, based on catego-
ries such as class size, major preferences and academics offerings. 
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Everyone has a secret or two. 
Maybe you have a secret crush on 
your good-looking Resident Assis-
tant. Maybe you only got that good 
grade because you cheated. At Puget 
Sound, secrets don’t stay a secret 
for long, thanks to the University of 
Puget Sound Confessions Page on 
Facebook.
With 1,042 likes at most recent 
count, the page has almost half as 
many likes as the school has stu-
dents. It is run by an anonymous 
administrator, who links similarly 
anonymous confessions to Face-
book from the website college-con-
fessions.com. 
The confessions range from funny 
to awkward to downright disgust-
ing. The page is an outpouring of 
secrets Puget Sound can no longer 
stand to keep. 
Some are about love interests, oth-
ers are crazy party stories, and even 
more are about strange places stu-
dents have pooped.
Perhaps it seems harmless, and for 
the most part, it is. Yet other posts 
have even the University’s adminis-
tration concerned.
“I have many concerns about 
the page,” Assistant Director of 
Communications Sarah Stall said. 
“My primary concern is for the 
health and well-being of those who 
visit and post on the page.
“Because the confessions are 
anonymous, there is no way to reach 
out to those in need of support 
and, in fact, no way to know if 
those who post are members of our 
community.”
For some students who are recog-
nizable in a confession, the page can 
become a source of embarrassment 
and discomfort.
“It opens the door for cyberbully-
ing,” freshman Sophie Prendergast 
said.
It has become increasingly easy to 
identify the subject of a post by their 
name, last initial and even their resi-
dence. 
Such was the case for an anony-
mous freshman, who was the sub-
ject of a sexually explicit post. 
“It made me feel incredibly un-
comfortable that someone was 
thinking about me like that,” the 
freshman said. “And they used my 
name and dorm, so other people 
are probably thinking about me like 
that too. It’s not a good feeling.”  
Nobody knows who exactly is 
watching the page, because it is in 
the public domain. And if the wrong 
person were to take notice of a post 
that mentions where someone lives 
and how to find them, then that 
same post could attract the wrong 
sort of attention. 
It might seem harmless to make a 
raunchy jibe about someone cute, 
but your comment could cause un-
intended and unfortunate conse-
quences. In short: comments can be 
less innocuous than they seem. 
“As a member of the campus com-
munity, I’m also concerned about 
how this page portrays Puget Sound 
to current and prospective students, 
alumni, parents, faculty and staff 
members, the community,and oth-
ers who try to find us on Facebook,” 
Stall said.
The page is supposed to be funny, 
not dangerous. Responsibility falls 
upon the students who use it to en-
sure that the page isn’t abused. 
Keep it classy, maintain some de-
gree of common sense and watch 
out for others. When something is 
not okay, make that known. 
However, not all posts are so prob-
lematic; in fact, some are quite posi-
tive. 
One user wrote, “I really like the 
UPS improv [group]. They always 
have me laughing at their shows. 
You should try to go at least once. 
It’s worth it. The Cellar is getting a 
bit crowded though, perhaps a move 
to the auditorium?” Another wrote, 
“Perspectives leaders—you are all 
amazing!” Comments like these are 
helpful and edifying to the student 
body.
The page should strive for non-
objectifying expressions of appre-
ciation, or gentle, constructive criti-
cism. Confessions should refrain 
from singling one person out from 
the crowd. 
When a post makes someone 
feel sexually objectified, bad about 
themselves or just generally uncom-
fortable, that is when the page is no 
longer fun. 
“Sometimes I think the page can 
be really entertaining, but it’s at the 
expense of other people. It shows 
that our school can sometimes be 
really immature,” Prendergast said. 
“Most of the time it’s just pure stu-
pidity. It’s become a way for people 
to announce their problems and get 
attention, or for people to be mean 
to each other.”  
This campus is renowned among 
liberal arts colleges in the Pacific 
Northwest for its empathetic and 
caring attitude. Students come to a 
small campus like this one because 
they are looking for a supportive 
environment, not one that makes 
them feel alienated and alone. 
The Confessions Page is not neces-
sarily wrong; it has just been occa-
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university of puget Sound confessions page
Gossip: The Puget Sound Confessions page provides a forum for constructive criticism and feedback as well as cyber bullying.
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Want your opinion to be heard?
if you have a strong reaction to an article, e-mail us at trailops@pugetsound.edu, or visit 
our website at trail.pugetsound.edu and share your voice with us. 
I think it would be fair to say that 
the annual Miss America pageant 
is considered to be one of the most 
important national events by our 
campus community.  
This year, however, there is a reason 
to open up campus interest and 
dialogue on the pageant—or rather 
the problems that have stemmed from 
it. Last week, 24-year-old Fayetteville, 
N.Y. native Nina Davuluri was 
crowned Miss America, and became 
the first Indian-American woman to 
have ever received the title.  
“As NPR’s ‘Wait, Wait, Don’t Tell 
Me’ said earlier, ‘[…] everyone is 
upset about this.  The racists are 
upset, because Miss America’s not 
white.  And then, the people running 
Miss America are upset because 
everyone’s letting their racism get 
in the way of their sexism,’” Student 
Diversity Center Co-Coordinator 
junior Max Estevao said of the 
incident. 
Only hours after Davuluri’s 
crowning, major news sources all 
over the internet released reaction 
pieces about racist tweets from 
ordinary people around the United 
States.  
As I read the tweets, many of 
which highlighted a truly appalling 
amount of ignorance within the 
general population, calling Davuluri 
everything from “Miss 7-11” to “Miss 
9/11,” I began to wonder about the 
real conversation we needed to be 
having as a nation about the issue at 
hand. 
Recent times have given too 
much attention to sensationalizing 
the uneducated cultural bias 
perpetuated by only a portion of the 
population. With the advances in 
social networking and technology 
in our generation, such tweets may 
be developing greater importance 
than we might have previously given 
them. 
I caught up with Estevao and 
his Student Diversity Center Co-
Coordinator, junior Elaine Stamp, 
to discuss the backlash, and the 
implications the news coverage 
has on issues of race, gender and 
generational ideals.  
“Some of the remarks in the tweets, 
like the ones calling Davuluri ‘Miss 
7-11,’ reveal that we are definitely not 
in a post-racism America, nor are we 
in a post-feminism America. 
“Furthermore, the bigoted 
backlash directed at her indicates 
a mindset that minority women 
are not ‘American’ enough, as if 
there were some sort of checklist 
to clear someone for having a truly 
American identity. Finally, with 
specific regard to minority women, it 
acts as a terrifying example of what 
happens when you put yourself out 
there, which is the worst since, in the 
words of Junot Díaz, (a Dominican-
American writer who visited our 
campus to deliver a lecture Sept. 
17), ‘We need people of color in the 
game,’” Stamp said.
Stamp addressed some of my own 
concerns about the Twitter feed 
coverage. 
“A lot of the media that I see is 
designed to be consumed in bite-
sized pieces that don’t communicate 
the bigger issues that influence 
specific events of public ignorance 
like privilege, institutionalized 
racism, and oppression,” she said.
 Within the already problematic 
context of the Miss America pageant, 
Davuluri’s story gives us more 
reasons to be concerned. While 
Twitter reaction stories are most 
accessible and interesting to a wider 
sect of the population, such micro-
stories have the potential to trivialize 
the issue. 
“It takes a lot of work to have these 
conversations, but unfortunately, I 
don’t think the mainstream media’s 
coverage of these stories will discuss 
the controversy in a framework that 
effectively engages with racism,” 
Stamp commented.
While the initial news coverage 
of Davuluri’s crowning may have 
encouraged some discussion about 
race, Estevao points out that it might 
as well have done the most harm. 
“On the good side, people are able 
to really draw attention to [the issue] 
and say that this is a very serious 
problem if there are this many people 
who are this upset that, how dare an 
American woman not look like their 
idea of an American woman. But it’s 
also kind of like when you read about 
a train accident. Once you read about 
the one train accident, you feel like 
there are nothing but train accidents. 
And then you don’t want to get on a 
train or an airplane or something like 
that.  And so now we think [this type 
of racism may be] more common 
than it is,” Stamp said.
In the end, I am still not entirely 
convinced that the manner in 
which media coverage has chosen 
to showcase the story is the most 
effective. Putting ignorance and 
hatred on public display as something 
undesirable is good, but to offer 
no significant course of action to 
remedy the situation is not. 
What I do appreciate is that these 
sorts of articles have nonetheless 
contributed to the much-needed 
discourse on gender and race 
discrimination that are still 
undeniably prominent in our culture. 
As Estevao put it, “No one’s really 
said, like ‘Good job, the first Indian-
American Miss America.’ That’s so 
interesting to me, that people are so 
aware of how wrong it is that we’re 
actually focusing on that more.”  
On our own campus, there will 
be an opportunity for students to 
discuss this issue in particular, as 
well as other relevant issues of gender 
and race during October’s Speak Out 
Loud event, date and location to 
be announced.  Admission is free 
and students may reserve spaces by 
sending an email to diversitycenter@
pugetsound.edu.
Miss America flaws extend beyond recent racism
By CAROLeA CASAS
see conFeSSionS page 4
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On Sept. 15, Aaron Alexis 
killed 12 people at the Naval Sea 
Systems Command (NAVSEA) 
in Washington, D.C. Compared 
to previous events, the nation’s 
response seems muted. Aside from 
public figures like President Obama’s 
initial declarations of sadness, the 
national attitude is  indifference. 
The shootings at Sandy Hook 
Elementary School in Newtown, 
Conn. last year instigated a nation-
wide debate about gun control. 
The greatest legislative response 
was the proposal of the Manchin-
Toomey amendment, a bipartisan 
bill drafted by Sens. Joe Manchin 
(D-W.Va.) and Pat Toomey (R-Pa.) 
that aimed to expand background to 
gun purchases from gun shows and 
the Internet. The amendment was 
eventually defeated in the Senate. 
Congressional response to the 
Navy Yard shootings is more tepid. 
Rep. Steny Hoyer (D-Md.) said that 
it was unlikely Congress would pass 
any new gun control legislation in 
response to the shootings. Hoyer 
told reporters, “If past is prologue, 
that prologue is not very helpful.”
Even President Obama’s response 
to the shootings was muted. In Dec. 
2012, the president wiped tears from 
his eyes during his speech about the 
Newtown shootings. During his 
speech at a memorial service for 
the Navy Yard victims on Sunday, 
Obama was far more stoic. 
“But part of what wears on as well 
is the sense that this has happened 
before. Part of what wears on 
us, what troubles us so deeply as 
we gather here today is how this 
senseless violence that took place 
here in the Navy Yard echoes other 
recent tragedies,” Obama said. “As 
President I have now grieved with 
five American communities ripped 
apart by mass violence. Fort Hood. 
Tuscon. Aurora. Sandy Hook. And 
now, the Washington Navy Yard.” 
The president’s sentiments reflect 
the nation’s apathy towards mass 
shootings. The Navy Yard massacre 
is the latest in a number of high 
profile mass shootings in the U.S. 
over the last few years. 
Google Trends (which charts 
relative search interest of terms on 
Google) provides some interesting 
statistics. In Dec. 2012, when the 
Newtown shooting occurred, search 
interest in the U.S. for “Newtown” 
hit 100, the highest possible score. 
Following Navy Yard, the search 
interest for “navy yard” has only hit 
35.
Given that Navy Yard has been a 
front page story for the New York 
Times, it seems odd that general 
interest has been so low. Why has 
public and political reaction been 
less fervent than it was following 
Newtown or earlier shootings? One 
of the more cynical theories put 
forth by analysts is that the public 
simply isn’t emotionally invested in 
the deaths of adults. 
“A workplace shooting, no matter 
how big, just doesn’t seem unusual 
enough to generate public response,” 
noted gun-control advocate Matt 
Bennett said, speaking to NPR’s Liz 
Halloran. 
Bennett’s comments paint an 
picture of the national response: 
business as usual. Reviving the gun 
control debate would be pointless. 
The defeat of the Manchin-Toomey 
amendment is indicative of this 
futility. If the deaths of 20 children 
in Newtown didn’t prompt the 
passage of major legislation, it seems 
unlikely the Navy Yard shooting 
will.
Gun control efforts in other 
countries have had greater success 
than in the U.S. The New York Times 
reports that in Chicago, gun stores 
are illegal. The city has also banned 
both assault weapons and high-
capacity magazines, yet has one of 
the highest rates of gun violence. 
Chicago had 500 homicides last 
year, and recently a mass shooting 
occurred there as well: on Thursday, 
Sept. 19, four men opened fire in 
Cornell Square Park, wounding 13.
Japan also has strict gun laws. 
Most guns are illegal. Those that 
are not are heavily regulated. Unlike 
Chicago’s gun laws, however, Japan’s 
legislation has proven effective. The 
Washington Post reports that in 
2008, a year marked by over 12,000 
gun-related homicides in the U.S., 
Japan had 11. 
Politifact (a website operated by 
the Tampa Bay Times which fact 
checks statements from political 
figures) reports that the rate of 
gun homicides in the U.S. is ten 
times higher than in other NATO 
countries.
How is it that gun control laws in 
Japan have significantly reduced gun 
violence? Why are similar laws here 
in the States so ineffective? Why is 
our nation plagued by violence?
If there’s one glimmer of hope in 
this story, it’s that Navy Yard may 
produce a much needed debate 
about mental illness in America. 
CNN reported that prior to the 
shooting, Alexis had contacted two 
Veterans Affairs hospitals seeking 
help for psychological issues. 
Furthermore, he had told police that 
he was “hearing voices.” The day 
after the shooting, an FBI official 
said Alexis held “the delusional 
belief that he was being controlled 
or influenced by extremely low 
frequency electromagnetic waves.” 
The National Institute of Mental 
Health estimates that 26.2 percent 
of Americans over age 18 suffer 
from a diagnosable mental illness. 
Approximately one in 17 Americans 
suffers from serious mental illness. 
Mental illness is common, yet it 
is often overlooked. A report by 
the National Association of State 
Mental Health Program Directors 
states that from 2009 to 2012, 
states reduced their spending on 
mental health by $4.35 billion. So 
far there has been no significant 
push in Congress to improve mental 
healthcare following Navy Yard. 
A tragedy like Navy Yard reveals 
our national character. In times like 
these we should strive to build a 
better society. The nation’s response 
to Navy Yard, however, has been to 
look the other way.     
By BiLLY NiCOL
By KAYLA GUTieRReZ
The Washington Supreme Court 
validated the right of individuals to 
present medical evidence if charged 
with possession of marijuana.
In Oct. 2010, police searched 
William Kurtz’s home and found 
more than 40 marijuana plants and 15 
ounces of packaged marijuana. Kurtz 
was charged with manufacturing and 
possession of marijuana. The jury 
found Kurtz guilty of both charges 
and Thurston County Superior 
Court Judge Carol Murphy fined 
him $4,000.
Kurtz uses a wheelchair due to a 
hereditary medical condition and 
was 58 years old at the time of his 
conviction. He tried to prove that he 
had a medical need for marijuana, 
but was denied because he did not 
have a medical marijuana card at the 
time of his arrest.
Kurtz filed an appeal to the 
Washington Supreme Court. He 
believed that the lower court had 
made a mistake by not allowing him 
to use the medical necessity defense. 
On Sept. 19, the court filed its official 
ruling.
In a 5-4 decision, the Court held 
that medical necessity is still a viable 
defense for an individual charged 
with possession of marijuana. Chief 
Justice Madsen wrote the official 
opinion, which defends the court’s 
decision to maintain the medical 
necessity defense. 
The divisive issue was whether or 
not Kurtz’s defense should be allowed 
despite the fact that individuals have 
a legal way of obtaining marijuana 
for medical use. For example, in 1998 
Washington voters passed I-962, 
which legalized the medical use of 
marijuana. 
Justice Susan Owens, who wrote 
the dissenting opinion, said, 
“Because individuals in this state 
have a legal way of using medical 
marijuana, the previously articulated 
common law defense of medical 
necessity for marijuana use is no 
longer appropriate.”
The medical necessity defense, 
which was first set forth in the 
1979 case of State v. Diana, is seen 
as unnecessary by the dissenting 
justices.
The problem with the arguments 
against this defense is that they allow 
courts to find defendants guilty 
regardless of their specific medical 
circumstances. The medical necessity 
defense forces the courts to make 
decisions on a case-by-case basis, 
which should always be the case. 
Not all people with the medical 
necessity are able to obtain a medical 
marijuana card. Seattle attorney 
Suzanne Elliott argued Kurtz v. 
Washington State and said the court 
should uphold the medical necessity 
defense. During her argument, 
she said that she had asked Kurtz 
why he did not have the proper 
documentation and that he said he 
“didn’t have the money.” 
Not all individuals have the 
money to comply with the medical 
marijuana law because it requires 
regular access to a physician. Patients 
are required to see a doctor regularly 
who oversees his or her usage. 
The medical marijuana act does 
not include provisions for people 
who cannot afford to comply with 
this portion of the law, therefore, the 
medical necessity defense still holds 
value.
Regular access to a physician might 
Medical defense for marijuana still necessary
sionally misused. 
Stop tearing people down. Use it to 
compliment a particularly tasty cal-
zone from the S.U.B. or to complain 
that PeopleSoft is awful. 
Even use it to tell your outrageous 
pooping story, because those are al-
ways pretty funny. But leave person-
al remarks about others out of your 
confessions. 
So keep confessing, Puget 
Sound—but confess respectfully. 
Treat your peers with the same con-
sideration and care you would wish 
to be given.
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not be a viable option for every 
individual despite clearly having 
medical necessity for marijuana. 
Therefore, had the court done away 
with the medical necessity defense, 
individuals who lack access would 
have been left without any legal 
recourse.
Elliott also said, “there are some 
communities in which doctors, 
despite the protections in the 
Medical Marijuana Act, are reluctant 
to be proactive by writing the 
authorization.”
Kurtz did have a written letter from 
his physician stating that he would 
benefit from marijuana. His inability 
to present this evidence is what 
ultimately caused the jury to charge 
him. Had the defense been made 
available to him, he could have at 
least tried to make a case that he had 
a medical need for marijuana.
Additionally, the Medical 
Marijuana Act does not include an 
extensive list of illnesses that could 
be treated with marijuana. 
Any physician could come to 
the conclusion that an ailment not 
listed in the law can be treated with 
marijuana, providing evidence 
that could then be presented in an 
individual’s defense.
An important question is why the 
medical defense act is necessary if the 
state passed I-502, which legalized 
the recreational use of marijuana. 
I-502 states that an individual over 
the age of 21 may possess up to one 
ounce of marijuana. However, one 
ounce is not typically enough for 
a person with a medical need for 
marijuana.
The Medical Marijuana Act, on 
the other hand, allows cardholders 
to possess up to 24 ounces and 15 
plants. In addition, the patient does 
not have to be over 21 years old to 
obtain a prescription.
The Washington Supreme Court 
was right to uphold the medical 
necessity defense because an 
individual can provide evidence 
of circumstances outside of the 
protections of I-502 or the Medical 
Marijuana Act. 
This defense ensures that every 
individual can present all evidence 
pertaining to their case, rather than 
being condemned as soon as it is 
shown they do not have a medical 
marijuana card. 
Regardless of any laws that may 
be put into place regarding the 
recreational or medical use of 
marijuana in the future, the medical 
necessity defense needs to be upheld. 
If individuals are to be allowed to 
defend themselves in court, this 
defense has to be available. 
The knowledge about marijuana 
and its uses is constantly expanding. 
What the medical necessity defense 
guarantees is that individuals are 
not boxed in by constraints of laws 
that are always changing and will 
continue to change.
Medical marijuana: While their legality has been changed in the last year, cannabis dispensaries are nothing new to Washington.
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apathy over navy Yard shooting problematic
Kink, or kinkiness, is a sexual 
preference that does not get enough 
accurate representation in main-
stream media. 
Kink covers a wide variety of sex-
ual behaviors and interests, and is 
not all whips and chains and gimp 
suits like some would have you be-
lieve.
Understanding kink as atypical 
sexual behavior requires fi rst that 
one understand “typical” sexual 
behavior. 
According to Th e British Medi-
cal Journal, “vanilla sex” includes 
mutual masturbation, oral sex, anal 
sex, frottage (or grinding) and pen-
etrative sex without any element of 
BDSM or fetishism.
 Th e term “kink” is a play-
ful term that arose to describe a 
“bend” (like a kink in a hose) in 
sexual behavior. Kink can include 
a wide variety of sexual activities 
and attitudes, then, ranging from 
fetishism to BDSM to paraphilia, 
which is intense sexual arousal de-
rived from highly atypical objects 
or situations.
Because kink covers such an 
enormous territory, this article will 
explore some of the activities and 
relationship dynamics involved in 
BDSM. 
If you are interested in knowing 
more about paraphilia and fetish-
ism, there are a wealth of resources 
on the Internet and in Collins Me-
morial Library. 
Porn is not a good resource for 
understanding kink, as the vital ele-
ments of communication and con-
sensuality are omitted from most 
free online porn.
Th e most important thing to 
know about exploring kink is that 
it is absolutely crucial to practice 
what the kink community refers to 
as “safe, sane (or clear-headed), and 
consensual” activities. Communi-
cation must be explicitly clear, and 
both parties must be even-headed 
and sober. 
Because of the level of vulnerabil-
ity involved in practicing kink, it is 
usually practiced within established 
and trusting relationships or in com-
munity spaces where respect for each 
others’ boundaries are strictly en-
forced by monitors that work there.
Despite the fact that BDSM oft en 
involves power dynamics in which 
one party is dominant and has con-
trol over another, consent is even 
more important in these situations. 
Express clearly beforehand what 
you are and are not okay with, and 
establish safe words like “yellow” and 
“red” to express that lines are being 
crossed or that certain activities need 
to end immediately. 
Contrary to what the 50 Shades 
of Gray franchise suggests, violat-
ing someone’s boundaries is not a 
healthy or acceptable kink relation-
ship. It is abuse.
BDSM is a six-part acronym that 
covers the most common of “atypi-
cal” sexual behaviours: Bondage and 
Discipline, Dominance and Submis-
sion and Sadism and Masochism.
Bondage/Discipline: Bondage is 
the physical restraint of one or more 
parts of the body. Wrist restraints are 
found in many sex shops, but bond-
age rope, spreader bars and ball gags 
also restrict the movement and use 
of the body. Discipline is oft en an 
aspect of many dominant/submis-
sive relationships, and can range 
from physical harm, like spanking 
and hair-pulling, to degradation or 
removal of privileges.
Dominance/Submission: domi-
nance and submission is oft en short-
ened to d/s and describes a kind of 
power dynamic in a relationship be-
tween two or more people. Th ere are 
diff erent levels of d/s relationships, 
and some people even like to switch 
between the two roles. 
D/s relationships can range from 
tops and bottoms, to dominants and 
submissives (dom/sub) to masters 
and slaves. As these relationships be-
come more extreme, subs relinquish 
more of their own agency and auton-
omy to their dom. Th is is not possible 
without established trust and ground 
rules.
Sadism/Masochism: Sadomas-
ochistic relationships are defi ned 
by the arousal derived from giving 
or receiving pain. Communicat-
ing boundaries in these kinds of 
relationships is of the utmost impor-
tance.
Both sadists and masochists 
should do research on human 
anatomy and safe sadism to prevent 
permanent injury. Both parties are 
responsible for knowing the warning 
signs of permanent damage. 
For example, if one person likes 
being choked, it is important to 
know when to stop to prevent brain 
damage from oxygen deprivation. 
Th is article is by no means a com-
prehensive list of the kinds of activi-
ties and relationships kinky people 
can enjoy, nor are the activities 
described performed by all kinky 
people. 
Th ere is no “normal”—the ac-
tivities and agreements that people 
come to in BDSM relationships vary 
in an infi nite number of ways based 
on the preferences of the people in-
volved.
As you go out and explore your 
sexuality, remember to do so with 
respect for your and other people’s 
boundaries, and if something does 
not feel right, do not do it. Converse-
ly, if something feels good, own it! 
You do not need to feel shame about 
things that bring you pleasure, keep-
ing in mind the feelings of others. 
If you are interested in exploring 
the local kink community, the Cen-
ter for Sex Positive Culture in Seattle 
hosts orientations for new mem-
bers and play parties several times 
a month. Visit thecspc.org for more 
information.
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Want to submit a Hey You? 
E-mail 
trailheyyou@pugetsound.edu 
or put one in the boxes in 
Diversions or Oppenheimer Cafe.
Th e Trail will never publish 
Hey Yous that explicitly refer 
to individuals or groups or are 
hateful or libelous in nature. A 
full description of the policy can 
be found at trail.pugetsound.edu.
HEY YOU! A Phi Diva! We all 
know what you did last Th ursday 
night!
HEY YOU! Tattooed barista! Your 
lattes are the best!
HEY YOU! It’s almost October. 
LET’S GO DODGERS.
HEY YOU! Running for off -cam-
pus senator, you have the literal 
best outfi ts and your genuine smile 
always brightens my day. You do 
you, boo.
HEY YOU! Diversions Barista 
with glasses and a fi ne beard. Our 
wall is paper thin and you is up to 
no good. ;)
HEY YOU! Dream team!!! I can’t 
wait for fall break & Vegas with 
you ladies! FALL BREAK ‘13!!!
HEY YOU! Newly single RDG 
AΦ! I’ll let you shake it for me.
HEY YOU! Boy who didn’t do the 
reading in Medieval Women Writ-
ers: come storm my castle.
HEY YOU! Guy who said to me 
“Yo, you wanna dance?” at the 
party on Saturday and backed off  
when I said no. Way to model con-
sent culture! Really, it means a lot.
HEY YOU! Football team, you 
guys killed it! We are so proud of 
you! #loggerup
HEY YOU! If you’re a scholar, 
leader and gentleman Beta Th eta 
Pi would like to talk to you about 
joining our Founding Father class 
as part of the entrepreneurial, 
legacy-creating experience that is 
founding a fraternity.
HEY YOU! Give this to your car 
wash professional, and have an 
A-1 day!
HEY YOU! Tall lady with the long 
fl owing honey brown locks, I want 
to swim in your poetry.  Keep be-
ing yourself!
HEY YOU! Redheaded house-
mate, go fi nd your own twin 
already!
HEY YOU! Where do I begin? 
Love is but a word; the emotion I 
have for you is just absurd. Blue 
sweatshirt, red lanyard, clip-on 
water bottle belt, fondling that 
Diversions cup. Ooh baby how do 
I get on your belt?
HEY YOU! ASUPS VP, can I take 
a ride on that mustache?
HEY YOU! Mike Segawa, thanks 
for being a great Dean of Students 
and uncle. Th anks for looking out 
for me for the past 3 years.
HEY YOU! Ladies, if you can’t 
walk in the heels, don’t wear ‘em.
HEY YOU! BCS liason! You came 
back from Amsterdam w/ a rockin’ 
bod and new sparkling outlook 
on life. I don’t know if anyone’s 
told you but you changed in all the 
greatest ways!
HEY YOU!  You might be a 
fi nance major and your green eyes 
might be the best part of waking 
up, but you’re still wrong about 
China.
HEY YOU! Freshman with the 
mullet! Bring it on down to Cou-
garville!
HEY YOU! KUPS! Whatever hap-
pened to those bottle openers?
HEY YOU! Girl who wants my 
child. Down for the process, not 
for the product.
HEY YOU! Cellar ordering lady. 
I want you to analyze my stock all 
night long.
HEY YOU! Div Barista who was 
abroad for a whole year! Never 
leave again? I missed my coff ee 
with extra love.
HEY YOU! Diversions employees! 
Your leads and liaisons love you!
HEY YOU! Already tired of read-
ing scholarly textbooks, articles, 
and essays? Looking for something 
a little more exciting? Well, I bet 
you didn’t know Collins Library 
has just the remedy. Th e Popu-
lar Reading Collection is in full 
throttle with tons of new titles for 
your literary enjoyment! Come 
check out the collection now 
located in the Media Room next to 
the DVDs!
HEY YOU! Guy eating an avocado 
with your pocket knife in my Eng-
lish class. NUMBER-ONE COOL 
GUY ALERT!
HEY YOU! A Phi members. Way 
to use up all of the Wetlands fl iers 
on dozens of self-congratulatory 
HEY YOU’s.
 —the editor
By now, most of us have heard the 
most popular song of the end of sum-
mer, “Blurred Lines” by Robin Th icke 
ft . Pharrell Williams and T.I. Aside 
from being the number-one track on 
the U.S. Billboard Hot R&B/Hip-Hop 
Songs chart, the song has gained ad-
ditional attention in many circles for 
the way that some have interpreted 
the message of the track. Much of 
this controversy is centered on the 
song’s title, lyrics and music video.
Recently there has been a lot of 
chatter in the media and on campus 
about the meaning and prevalence of 
“rape culture” in American society. 
Most generally, rape culture is de-
scribed in feminist circles as a culture 
in which sexual violence is common-
place and accepted. Oft entimes, such 
feminist authors and activists have 
criticized pop culture and other high-
profi le forms of media for perpetuat-
ing rape culture. Th is is the crux of the 
argument against “Blurred Lines” and 
its lyrics, most particularly the line “I 
know you want it,” which is repeat-
ed by Th icke throughout the song. 
Many have found this line to be 
especially problematic in conjunc-
tion with the song’s title, due to 
the implication that it is in refer-
ence to blurring lines of consent. 
Th e words “I know you want it” have 
a particular signifi cance for those who 
connect the phrase with the lauded 
Tumblr blog started in 2011 entitled 
Project Unbreakable, which shows 
photos of rape survivors with poster 
boards of phrases uttered by their 
rapists. Several of these poster boards 
include variations of the phrase, and 
many argue that the song is trigger-
ing for survivors of sexual assault. 
Additionally, the provocative mu-
sic video for “Blurred Lines,” the 
unedited version of which has been 
deemed too lewd for YouTube, can 
be seen as equally problematic for its 
blatant objectifi cation of women. In 
the unedited version, topless models 
prance around Th icke, Williams and 
T.I. as they sing into the camera. Th e 
only noise any of the models utter is 
a brief and high-pitched meow. Th is 
trend of female objectifi cation in 
music videos is tired at best, but due 
to its combination with the implica-
tions of the lyrics, many have de-
cided to boycott the song all together.
While it is true that many femi-
nists who hear “Blurred Lines” 
think that the song is a veritable 
anthem for sexual assault, oth-
ers, including several bloggers and 
a writer for Slate Magazine have 
interpreted the song diff erently. 
In Jennifer Lai’s article for the XX 
Factor, Slate’s blog for women, she 
argues that if one looks at other lyrics 
in the song, there are clearly defi ned 
boundaries of consent in Th icke’s 
message. For example, Lai dissects 
the lyric “the way you grab me/must 
wanna get nasty” interpreting it as a 
cocky man’s request for a woman he 
feels is reciprocating his interest to 
be more forward. In this interpreta-
tion, the male in the song is taking 
a more passive role to the female. 
What’s more is rapists are not 
defi ned by a single set of dialogue. 
While it is true that some rapists 
have said “I know you want it,” many 
others have said things along the 
lines of “Do you need a ride home?” 
It is true, however, that “Blurred 
Lines” is problematic for several 
reasons relating to its portrayal of 
relationships between men and 
women in society. Th e timing as 
well as the ambiguity of the song’s 
lyrics also has not done much in 
the way of clearing Robin Th icke’s 
name within feminist circles. 
Aside from the obvious question 
of rapist undertones in these lyr-
ics, I think that perhaps the most 
poignant question to ask is why has 
this song been so widely controver-
sial instead of others? Aft er all, this 
is surely not the fi rst popular song to 
condone rape culture so implicitly. 
Many other songs of varying genres 
openly mention violence against 
women in their videos and lyrics. 
Is it a question of genre, popularity 
or a shift  in our societal attitudes to 
a more critical view of rape culture?
the blurred lines 
within rape culture
By SANDY TAiLCHASeR
“Despite the fact that 
BDSM oft en involves 
power dynamics in which 
one party is dominant 
and has control over 
another, consent is even 
more important in these 
situations.”
outside the traditional:
By OpHeLiA JUGGS
a intro course on kink and BdSm
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Last Thursday, Slater Museum 
hosted its first ever Night at the 
Museum: “Owls!” This event was 
open to both Puget Sound students 
and the greater Tacoma communi-
ty. 
“‘Night at the Museum’ is an ef-
fort to get more people in the door 
and increase our visibility on cam-
pus and in the wider Tacoma com-
munity,” Education and Outreach 
Coordinator for the Slater Museum 
Mary Krauszer said.
The events are casual, with stu-
dents and volunteers from the 
community acting as the docents. 
Each docent is assigned a table and 
wears a festive hat of their own cre-
ation. These “Organism Hats” help 
distinguish who is a docent and 
who is a visitor. Each hat is unique 
and features a particular animal—
or in one special case, fungus—of 
the docent’s choosing.
“We’re not trying to have sem-
inars in the Museum, just try-
ing to make an informal space for 
people to come and see animals 
or other organisms up close that 
they wouldn’t normally get to see,” 
Krauszer said.
Each table that a docent manages 
features a representative of the spe-
cies of the theme of the night. These 
displays try to show the different 
types of specimens that the muse-
um has. Offering both whole ani-
mals and different parts of animals 
“gives people new insights into how 
those animals work,” Krauszer said.
All the docents are trained to 
handle the specimens that they 
share, and only docents can han-
dle the specimens. However, visi-
tors did have the opportunity to get 
a hands-on experience at an inter-
active table. 
The table featured several dif-
ferent owl species and parts of 
owls (wings, feet, bones) that visi-
tors could examine at their leisure. 
These specimens are often loaned 
out to local schools as teaching 
tools for community members.
This Night at the Museum in-
cluded several different species of 
owls, showcasing the well known 
such as the Snowy Owl and the 
Barn Owl, but also drawing atten-
tion to lesser-known species such 
as the Southern Boobook Owl from 
Australia and the Northern Hawk 
Owls, which hunt during the day 
rather than at night like most owls. 
For an even closer look at the in-
ner working of an owl, the museum 
opened its freezers and pulled out 
specimens that have not yet been 
mounted, autopsying them to show 
the younger children the different 
anatomy of the owls. 
Particularly interesting was the 
small heart and the strange skull 
structure. Owls have a bone sur-
rounding their eyes, called a sclera, 
which keeps their eyes relative-
ly stationary. To make up for this, 
they have fourteen vertebrae in 
their neck, giving them their ex-
traordinary range of motion. 
“Don’t you wish you had four-
teen cervical vertebrae!” commu-
nity volunteer and alumni Susan 
Ivy said.
The docents mingled with the 
visitors, engaging in one-on-one 
conversations with the visitors 
rather than lecturing the whole 
group. 
“We really believe in telling sto-
ries rather than lecturing people 
because it’s just more fun to talk 
about and to hear stories about 
things,” Krauszer said.
Members of the Tacoma commu-
nity both attended and participated 
in organizing the event. Students 
mixed with families and small chil-
dren to create an atmosphere that 
was friendly and open. 
Leaving the Night at the Muse-
um, visitors could pick up a small 
booklet about owls made by the 
Slater Museum. The pamphlet gave 
little known facts about the owls 
that had been on display that night. 
In keeping with the Halloween 
season, at the end of October Night 
at the Museum  will exhibit the mu-
seum’s complete collection of bat 
specimens. 
Each month Night at the Muse-
um will have a different theme that 
showcases the museum’s vast col-
lections. This is a great opportuni-
ty to learn more about the museum 
and what it has to offer, so keep an 
eye out for more information and 
check out the Slater Museum page 
at the University of Puget Sound 
website. 
1950s old-timey music plays soft-
ly on a donated record player. One 
woman sews while another cuts 
apart tin cans. 
This idyllic scene comes from 
Adult Craft Night at Tinkertopia, 
a newly opened downtown Taco-
ma upcycled creative space and art-
rummaging shop on Pacific Ave. 
The imaginatively decorated shop 
features old goods for purchase such 
as bowling pins, burlap sacks and 
everything in between. Items in the 
shop were all donated by businesses 
or individuals. 
 Tinkertopia is the brainchild of 
husband-and-wife team Darcy and 
R.R Anderson. 
“[We] were at a crossroads and 
both of us needed to do something 
that was fulfilling,” Darcy said. 
Inspiration for Tinkertopia came 
from other existing spaces in the Pa-
cific Northwest area such as Urban-
Source in Vancouver B.C., Creation 
Station in Lynnwood, Wash. and 
Scraps in Portland, Ore.  
The purpose behind this space is 
to use discarded items that would 
otherwise end up in a landfill, re-
thinking their utility and creating 
something new. 
Tinkertopia customers can pur-
chase a premade bag with the ma-
terials and instructions necessary to 
create something fun such as action 
figures, puppets and spy gear, or 
they can purchase a bag and “stuff 
it with all the goodies and textures 
and bits and pieces,” Darcy said. 
From there you have the option 
of taking these materials home and 
creating there, or paying a small 
hourly fee to work in an area called 
the Tinkerspace. 
The Tinkerspace is equipped with 
materials, books, sewing machines 
and drills. 
“One of the reasons we wanted to 
make this space was for a generation 
of kids that didn’t have dad’s work-
shop,” Darcy said. 
Tinkertopia is backed by Space-
works Tacoma. 
“[They] matched our endeavor 
with a vacant spot in the city and for 
six months we get to have this space 
rent-free,” Darcy said. 
Beyond providing a space for 
businesses, Spaceworks also pro-
vides resources such as accounting, 
marketing and personal business 
advising.
Though Tinkertopia is a business, 
the spirit of D.I.Y. and crafting is 
certainly not lost. 
Darcy said that the best craft she’d 
made in the last month was “[the] 
big fluffy squid that is hanging in the 
window” (photo featured above).  
Besides books and websites, Dar-
cy says Pintrest is quickly becoming 
one of her favorite places for upcycle 
crafting ideas.
The vision behind Tinkertopia 
is promoting creativity through re-
use, which can be a challenge when 
crafters have a certain idea in mind 
of what they want to create. 
To make crafting more environ-
mentally conscious, Darcy suggests 
looking to see what you and other 
people have at your disposal before 
going out and buying newly manu-
factured products. 
While D.I.Y. projects can help 
make the most out of used materi-
als, it also can be a great stress re-
liever, something all college stu-
dents need every once in a while. 
Making a little hedgehog out of 
old cans can bring a smile to your 
face and help you refocus your study 
efforts when you need a break. 
Tinkertopia is open from 10 a.m. 
to 6 p.m. Wednesday through Sun-
day. The Tinkerspace is crowded on 
the weekend so it is usually best to 
call ahead and reserve a spot for free 
creation. 
More information on Tinkerto-
pia can be found at www. tinkerto-
pia.com.
tinkertopia: new space converts trash to treasure
Recycled creation: Husband and wife Darcy and R.R. Anderson created TInkertopia to inspire the use of reusable materials for D.I.Y. crafts and art. The store sells 
materials (left), displays pieces (right) as well as offering a space for groups or individuals to be creative in their own ways.
By SARAH BALAZ
By ADA SMiTH
PHOTO COURTESY/ANNA PHILIPS
night at the Museum: Slater docents talk owls
PHOTO COURTESY/ELI SPIEGEL
Owls: A docent donning her frog-shaped “organism hat” stands behind one of the owl displays. 
Next month, Slater will feature an array of bat specimens to get in the spirit of Halloween.
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3 Hours a day doing Homework
staff sergeant
mayra Corraro
$0debt at graduation:
139text messages Per day:
1weekend Per montH in tHe air guard
Learn how part-time service in the Air National Guard 
can help you pay for college. Talk to a recruiter today.
“I feel like I am treated diff erently 
because of my height.” “I have heard 
a lot of jokes about my red hair.” 
“People think diff erently about me 
when I tell them I am a devout Jew.” 
“I notice a lot of people throwing 
sideways glances at me as they walk 
by.” “Whenever I tell someone I am 
bisexual, they take me less serious-
ly.” “I feel like I don’t fi t in at the Uni-
versity.”  
Discrimination is a community 
issue. It is not exclusive to racial dis-
crimination. It can include social or 
economic status, religion, political 
beliefs, physical ability or disability, 
cultural identifi cation, language and 
more. It can aff ect anyone and, de-
spite oft en being  seen as a progres-
sive establishment, Puget Sound is 
not immune.
On Th ursday, students received 
an email from Chief Diversity Of-
fi cer and Dean of Diversity and In-
clusion Mike Benitez about the Bias 
and Hate Education Response Team 
(BHERT), stating intentions for “an 
awareness campaign aimed at ad-
dressing non-verbal public bias and 
related vandalism on campus.” 
Th e e-mail was a response to sev-
eral instances of public bias van-
dalism in Wyatt Hall. Whether the 
vandalism was in jest or malignant 
in nature, its creators have crossed 
an unacceptable line in the Puget 
Sound community.
Th e Puget Sound Confessions 
Page on Facebook is oft en criticized 
for its anonymous format and its 
sometimes abusive content. 
While the page does not consti-
tute vandalism, it does occasion-
ally present public bias. Some of 
this content borders on racism or 
egregious sexism, and a signifi cant 
amount of it specifi cally addresses 
students at the University with ag-
gressive language. 
Censorship of the Confessions 
page is practically impossible, so it 
must be a community eff ort to re-
duce the amount of abusive lan-
guage on the page. 
Th ere are strict policies at the 
University regarding non-verbal 
public bias and vandalism, but as 
long as there is ignorance about the 
destructive power of hate speech 
there will always be problems in the 
community. 
Carelessness in written or verbal 
communication can lead to psycho-
logical damage when students do 
not know the diff erence between 
“joking” and “hate speech.”
Puget Sound prides itself as a di-
verse community and puts special 
emphasis on a safe, inclusive envi-
ronment. 
Public bias and vandalism dis-
courage a safe environment for stu-
dents with unique identities. 
Most cases of vandalism, such as 
writing on desks or in bathroom 
stalls, are most likely petty pranks 
that have no intention of actually 
harming other students, but it is im-
possible to know the intentions of 
the person who anonymously writes 
hate speech. 
BHERT’s awareness campaign 
will hopefully address ignorance 
about these seemingly innocuous 
actions and will lead to a healthier, 
safer environment.
Th e University hosts events 
throughout the year to increase 
awareness and respect for students 
with unique identities. Th e Diver-
sity Center’s Spectrum Series this 
year will seek to celebrate these dif-
ferences and bring cultures together 
by putting on events such as holding 
an event enjoying food from Central 
America, Central and Eastern Eu-
rope and Asia. Th ese kinds of events 
are paramount in increasing cultur-
al understanding and respect in our 
community.
By JORDAN MACAVOY
ending public 
bias, vandalism
The Career Fair, hosted by Ca-
reer and Employment Services, 
took place on Thursday, Sept. 26.  
A hum of voices came from 
Marshall Hall, where men and 
women dressed in blouses and 
ties, high heels and polished shoes 
stood next to tables representing 
various companies and organiza-
tions.  
Nordstrom, Target, Coca-Cola, 
the Washinton State Legislature, 
Hitachi, the Peace Corps and the 
Museum of Glass were just some 
of the local, national and inter-
national companies that made an 
appearance this year.   
“We encourage all students 
to go to the career fair, it’s good 
practice.  There’s a really good 
mix of various employers that are 
looking for all kinds of students,” 
Employer Relations Manager of 
Career and Employment Services 
Sue Dahlin said.  
CES hosts a Career Fair every 
semester in order to provide am-
ple opportunity for students to 
connect with employers.  
“We try to bring employers 
that have alumni representing 
them,” Dahlin said. “There really 
is something for every class year.”
The Career Fair this year was 
a great success, with more than 
twenty-seven companies in at-
tendance.  Some, like Coca-Cola, 
were here for the first time.  
“[The Career Fair] is an easy 
opportunity to meet employers, 
instead of the real world, especial-
ly Coca-Cola or Enterprise, which 
are big companies and hard to get 
in touch with,” freshman Mat-
thew Bogert said.  
With the fall’s Career Fair over, 
students will have to wait until 
spring for the next on-campus op-
portunity to meet potential em-
ployers. 
“I wanted to learn more about 
volunteer opportunities because 
as a freshman student who is un-
decided, I thought it would be a 
good opportunity to meet em-
ployers and see what kind of ma-
jors they are looking for,” fresh-
man Mike Eckel said.  
This is an event that is designed 
to cater to every level of student 
on campus, with opportunities 
ranging from volunteering with 
JET and the Peace Corps to mar-
keting and sales with Hitachi and 
Enterprise.  
“Kind of getting a foot in the 
door is a good experience,” Muse-
um of Glass representative Elisa-
beth Emerson said.  
Students agreed with Emerson’s 
sentiment.  
“[The students] need to think 
about employment and this a 
good place to start,” Bogert said.
The Career Fair’s fast-paced, 
lively hubbub, combined with the 
extremely helpful tips and guid-
ance from the CES staff made the 
event a success.  
The experience was valuable for 
students looking for an intern-
ship or job. The setting and at-
mosphere made large companies 
seem accessible, and the variety 
of opportunities available made it 
a worthwhile experience for stu-
dents of all grades.  
For those who missed this Ca-
reer Fair, there will be a second 
one in the spring. For more op-
portunities like this, visit Ca-
reer and Employment Services in 
Howarth 101.  
By TAYLOR ROGHAiR
Fall career Fair showcases 
job and internship options 
Fair: The campus’s bi-annual Career Fair is an invaluable 
resource that CES works hard to make ever more and more 
relevant for students. Whatever grade level, CES encourages 
students to think about their preparedness for the working world 
with events such as the Career Fair, as well as workshops, 
seminars, and one on one meetings in their ofﬁ ces at any time. 
PHOTO COURTESY / ASHLYNN HOLBERT
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Loggers Volleyball Schedule
Fall 2013
Oct. 4-5 @ Whitman 
Oct. 11 vs. Willamette 
Oct. 12 vs. Pacific
Oct. 18 @ Linfield 
Oct. 19 @ George Fox 
Oct. 23 vs. Pacific Lutheran 
Oct. 24 vs. Lewis and Clark 
Nov. 1 vs. Whitworth 
Nov. 2 vs. Whitman 
Nov. 8 @ Willamette 
Nov. 9 @ Pacific 
Women’s volleyball off to hot start of season
Women’s volleyball is four 
games into the Northwest Con-
ference (NWC) season and has a 
3-1 winning record. 
Expectations are high for wom-
en’s volleyball after their impres-
sive 2012 season. The team had  a 
22-6 record and advanced to the 
NCAA tournament. 
The Loggers are in a position to 
have another successful season, 
but they will need to pull off key 
victories against the few teams 
they lost to last season. 
The Loggers’ first conference 
games were on Sept. 20 and 21 
against Linfield and George Fox, 
respectively. 
They won both games with 
ease, becoming one of only three 
Northwest Conference teams to 
open up the conference season 
with a perfect record. 
These wins helped strengthen 
their position in the American 
Volleyball Coaches Association 
moving to rank 14th. 
The Loggers played their rivals, 
the Pacific Lutheran (PLU) Lutes, 
on Sept. 25 and lost their first 
conference game of the season. 
The Lutes are ranked 16th and 
won on their home court. The 
Lutes will play the Loggers at the 
Memorial Fieldhouse on Oct. 23, 
giving the Loggers a chance to se-
cure a win at home. 
The Loggers defeated the Lutes 
during the Puget Sound Premier 
on Sept. 31, so the Oct. 23 match 
promises to be exciting as both 
teams compete to break their cur-
rent tie. 
The loss on Sept. 25 did not set 
the Loggers back for long, and 
they won their next match in 
Portland against Lewis and Clark. 
The Loggers started out strong 
against the Pioneers, winning 
their first set 25-17. The Pioneers 
won the second set 25-17, but ul-
timately it was the Loggers’ game 
and they won the next two sets at 
25-19 and 25-15. 
As always, there is an impres-
sive lineup of athletes on the 
women’s volleyball team. 
The seven starters from last 
year’s team have returned for an-
other successful season and have 
already had impressive matches 
early in the season. 
In the match against Lewis and 
Clark, seniors Jenni Brehove (Vis-
ta, Calif.) and Jackie Harvey (San-
ta Barbara, Calif.) helped lead the 
team to victory with their im-
pressive performances. Brehove 
brought in a total of 43 assists and 
Harvey came through with 15 
kills and 17 digs. 
There is no shortage of play-
ers to look out for on the volley-
ball team but it is the combined 
teamwork and effort of individu-
ally strong players that has helped 
with their continued success. 
The team is also led by an im-
pressive coaching staff including 
head coach Mark Massey, who 
is popular with the team on the 
courts and as an instructor in the 
Physical Education department. 
Massey has been with the Log-
gers since 1996 and has led wom-
en’s volleyball to the NCAA quar-
terfinals three times. In 18 years 
he has produced 13 Top 20 teams.
There are high expectations for 
women’s volleyball this year after 
their impressive 2012 season and 
their advancement to the NCAA 
tournament. 
The Loggers are expected to 
win the NWC title this year and 
hope to advance further into the 
NCAA tournament than they did 
last year. 
Women’s volleyball consistent-
ly has a strong cheering section at 
home games as students come out 
in support of one of Puget Sound’s 
most successful athletic teams. 
The Loggers will be on the road 
Oct. 4 and 5, but will return Oct. 
11 at 7 p.m. to play Willamette. 
By CLAiRe GRUBB
Women’s volleyball: Senior Jackie Harvey (Santa Barbara, Calif.) reaches high for the kill. 
Men’s soccer shining bright 
The Loggers have had a bright start to the 2013 season with two wins in conference already, 
with a 3-2 win over Pacific 
University (Ore.) and a 4-0 win at 
George Fox University.  
Most recently, in a rainy affair 
on Sept. 28 the Loggers triumphed 
4-1 over the Willamette Bearcats.
The early game saw few decisive 
attempts by the Bearcats, though 
the Loggers largely maintained 
possession. The Bearcats began to 
show signs of life at the 10-minute 
mark, and nearly opened the 
scoring against the Loggers. 
However, their forward was 
f lagged offside at the last moment. 
The Loggers responded in kind 
with two corner kicks, both of 
which were well defended by the 
Bearcats to avoid conceding the 
first goal.
The Bearcats would not let up 
the attack and produced a solid 
save out of junior goalkeeper 
Nathan King (Preston, Wash.) 
only 12 minutes into the game.  
Following the save the Bearcats 
had a pair of throw-ins that were 
stymied by the Logger defense.  
The Loggers started to show 
some venom when a free kick was 
drawn right outside the Bearcats’ 
18-yard box.  A Bearcats player 
received a yellow card for the 
offense, much to the chagrin of 
Logger fans who thought it may 
have deserved a harsher penalty. 
The Logger free kick was def lected 
wide off of another Logger player.
The intense perseverance of 
the Loggers paid off in the 12th 
minute when the Bearcats’ keeper 
brought down a Logger forward 
in his own 18-yard box.  
The keeper received a yellow 
card and could not stop the 
bullet of a penalty delivered by 
senior midfielder Carson Swope 
(Portland, Ore.) with 20 minutes 
gone in the first half.  
The game ground on for 
another 14 minutes before the 
Bearcats summoned a response 
to the Loggers’ relentless attack, 
taking advantage of a missed 
clearance by the Logger defense 
and bringing the score to a 1-1 tie. 
Having finally drawn level, the 
Bearcats held tight to the tied 
score for the rest of the first half.
The Loggers opened the second 
half with enthusiasm, putting 
Willamette under pressure right 
from the get go.  
Logger fans were in an uproar 
when the referee apparently 
ignored an incident in which a 
Willamette player handled the 
ball in his own 18-yard box.  
The Loggers would be 
rewarded, however, with a goal 
from sophomore midfielder Sam 
Zisette (Seattle, Wash.) eight 
minutes into the second half. 
Zisette settled the ball on the six-
yard box after a dummy by one of 
his Logger teammates and nestled 
the ball in the back corner of the 
net to bring the Loggers up 2-1.
In one of his few tests in the 
second half, King remained solid 
in goal with a save shortly after 
the Loggers took the lead. 
It was not long before the 
Loggers broke through again 
from a free kick on the edge of 
Bearcat territory.  
The free kick was put home 
by senior forward Vincent 
McCluskey (Seattle, Wash.) 21 
minutes into the second half. 
McCluskey was not too shy after 
that either, taking a second shot 
that swerved just past the Bearcat 
goal a mere four minutes after the 
Loggers increased their lead.
King would have one final test 
of the afternoon as he once again 
bettered the Bearcats’ offense 
with a save 15 minutes from time.
The afternoon’s weather poured 
on late into the game and the 
Loggers followed suit with a goal 
by junior midfielder Sean Ryan 
(Mill Creek, Wash.) in the closing 
minutes of the second half. 
The Loggers continue their 
perfect record in conference this 
season with this win over the 
Bearcats, improving to three wins 
and zero losses in conference play. 
Their season is starting to look 
promising for sure. 
By THOMAS OVeRTON
PHOTO COURTESY / LOGGER ATHLETICS
Cross the 
bridge to a  
great career.
Expand your career options with the  
Bridge MBA at Seattle University.
• For non-business majors 
• 12 month program to completion 
• No work experience required
ThE BridgE MBA  
AT SEATTlE UnivErSiTy. 
Call (206) 296-5919 or  
email mbab@seattleu.edu  
for more information.
“ The loggers continue 
their perfect record in 
conference this season 
with this win over the 
[Willamette] Bearcats ”
“ ...it is the combined 
teamwork and effort of 
individually strong players 
that has helped with their 
continued success. ”
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a Major league legend calls it quits at age 43
Mariano Rivera ends his baseball career after 19 years of dominance 
This week, the baseball world 
is in the midst of what might 
be the saddest exit in MLB 
history.  Arguably one of the most 
respected player in all of sports, 
Mariano Rivera, is playing his last 
games ever in the MLB.  
While it might sound dramatic 
to those on the outside, as a young 
baseball player myself, Rivera 
leaving the game is one of the 
most significant sporting events of 
our lifetime. 
Rivera has been dominating 
the game for 19 years. People will 
truly miss the role model he has 
been for his long career. 
Rivera left with his team down 
and two outs in the ninth inning 
Sept. 26, in his very last game of 
his career at Yankee Stadium. 
The fact that his team was losing 
made no difference. Currently 
injured Derek Jeter and legendary 
pitcher Andy Pettite were the ones 
to make the mound appearance to 
take Rivera out of the game. 
This is when I saw my idol and 
an obvious future Hall of Fame 
inductee break down in tears, 
hugging Andy Pettite and Derek 
Jeter, who will probably join him 
very soon in the Hall. 
From the mound, he slowly 
walked back to the dugout, raising 
his hat to the standing ovation of 
50,000 devoted Yankee fans. At 
the end of his walk to the dugout, 
Yankee manager Joe Girardi, who 
many do not know was the catcher 
during Rivera’s first ever save, was 
waiting for Rivera to reach the 
dugout.  
When Rivera reached Girardi, 
they embraced, both with tears, in 
front of the whole world. 
The baseball community is 
losing more than just a player. It 
is losing one of the classiest role 
models ever to be in the game. 
In my opinion, there is only one 
other person who made as big of 
a contribution as Rivera did to the 
game of baseball, and they shared 
the same number. That person is 
Jackie Robinson. 
Everyone knows the story of 
Jackie Robinson, and there is no 
doubt that he had an enormous 
and far-reaching impact for the 
future of all pro athletics. 
With the understanding that no 
one can quite match Robinson’s 
impact, the influence that Rivera 
had was as close as anyone could 
get, for the simple reason that 
Rivera was one of the first Latin 
Americans to come play in the 
United States.  
As a native of Panama, Rivera 
grew up playing baseball with 
makeshift gloves made out of milk 
cartons and worn down baseballs 
with fishnets wrapped around 
them to create traction. After 
high school, he did not go straight 
to the pros. Instead, he worked 
with his dad at a six-day-a-week 
shrimping job. 
He eventually quit his job as a 
fisher after abandoning a capsizing 
fishing boat that ended up killing 
his uncle. From there, he joined a 
local Panama team as a shortstop. 
He originally got the needed 
attention from the Yankees for 
his athleticism and not for his 
shortstop capability.  
Coming into the pros, he was 
good, but not dominant. One 
day, before a World Series game 
against the Atlanta Braves, Rivera 
was messing around with a new 
grip during his warm-ups.  From 
this was born what has now 
become the most dominant pitch 
in baseball, “the cutter.” 
Rivera claimed this as an act 
of God. “The Lord gave it to me,” 
Rivera said in an interview after 
that game. He became so good at 
this pitch that it did not matter 
if he yelled to the batter that the 
cutter was coming, the batter was 
still unable to hit it. 
This unique pitch led him to 
break the record for the most saves 
in MLB history. 
He will finish his career with 
about 652 saves total. The closest 
active closer to that mark is Joe 
Nathan, with 339 saves. Rivera is 
doing more than just breaking the 
records: he is demolishing them.  
Despite his huge success, Rivera 
stays humble. 
“I have nothing to ask for, 
thanks to God. Everything I have, 
God has given me.” 
After his last game in Los 
Angeles, a Newsday reporter asked 
Rivera how he was so humble.
“She [his wife] hears all the 
things I have to say when I’m sad... 
All the prayers, that’s my strength 
and power. I can’t do it alone,” 
Rivera said. 
In this statement, Rivera 
demonstrates the tremendous 
humility that he offers; he is even 
humble about being humble. 
This is a gift that Rivera gives to 
baseball and the world: teaching 
the lesson of humility despite 
being unanimously considered a 
hero. 
In a world full of critics and 
tabloids, there is no man in any 
profession that has handled the 
pressure of the media, not to 
mention the New York media, 
better than Mariano Rivera. 
People can be die-hard Red Sox 
fans, and huge haters of the New 
York Yankees. But no matter how 
contradictory it sounds, rooting 
for Mariano Rivera and rooting 
for the Yankees are two completely 
different things. 
To prove this, in his last game 
at Fenway in Boston, he received 
gifts and a standing ovation from 
the Red Sox crowd. 
It does not need to be said that 
the Yankee vs. Red Sox rivalry 
is considered one of the biggest 
rivalries in all of sports, with a huge 
history of brawls. It is a sure sign 
that someone is respected when 
he walks into enemy territory and 
gets treated as if he were a fellow 
member of their tribe. 
Rivera is going to be missed by 
anyone who follows baseball. He 
leaves a gap that is going to be 
almost impossible to fill. 
The next question is who will 
step up and fill his role. We may 
never see a greater role model 
than Rivera in the game. We bid 
him farewell as his legend lives on 
throughout the future of baseball.
By SCOTT SiLVeRSTeiN
Celebrating its 125th anniversary this year, the University of Puget Sound has a 
long history of memories, stories 
and origins of Logger traditions. 
At any university there are long-
held traditions of different chants 
and celebrations, and Puget Sound 
is no different.
From football games to vol-
leyball games, supporting Logger 
fans can be seen and heard cheer-
ing the most popular slogans. 
Because they are emphasized 
and repeated so often, any by-
stander will instantly pick up these 
energetic and catchy songs.
While some of the recent and 
more familiar cheers that students 
and fans will hear at sporting 
games include, “All My Life I Wan-
na be a Logger” with a response 
of “Hack, Hack, Chop, Chop” or 
“Once a Logger, Always a Logger” 
the history of songs and cheers 
date back to the early 1900s.
The Student Handbook and 
Constitution and the Puget Sound 
Logbooks are small handbooks 
created by the student body of the 
College of Puget Sound, and they 
are filled with traditions, songs 
and yells.
 These handbooks have record-
ed the cheers and chants that stu-
dents during each academic year 
have used. 
The most prominent chants that 
have appeared throughout numer-
ous handbooks and throughout 
the years include “Puget Sound, 
The Best, The Truest” which 
was the 1923 Glee song; “It’s Old 
Puget on the Sound,” “College O’ 
Dreams,” “Logger Fight Song,” and 
“Go Loggers.” Many of the yells 
include short lines and beats that 
include “Timber,” “Locomotive,” 
and “Yo, Loggers.”
The spirit of a Logger was, and 
still is, very important to the stu-
dent body at this school. 
There are many accounts of dif-
ferent chants and yells that stu-
dents were expected to memorize 
and use not only at sporting events 
and games, but also during other 
campus events to show Logger 
spirit. 
While a majority of these his-
torical and traditional cheers and 
chants that were seen throughout 
the early years of Puget Sound are 
no longer used, there is still a sense 
of community and school spirit 
that can be witnessed at games. 
To accompany the slogan of 
“Hack, Hack, Chop, Chop” there 
are arm movements that represent 
a swinging hatchet—a logo that is 
seen on many Puget Sound sym-
bols. 
The interesting and entertaining 
aspect of the cheers at this school 
is the use of repetition and re-
sponse from the audience. 
Instead of chanting all at once, 
one person or group can yell the 
first part of the cheer, and then 
wait for the following cheer to be 
answered by the rest of the audi-
ence.
The University of Puget Sound, 
though it is only a NCAA Division 
III school, still has a strong sense 
of pride and support for different 
sports teams and players. 
The songs and cheers that are 
used to gain enthusiasm and spirit 
within the crowd are very success-
ful. 
While there are a few domi-
nant chants that can be heard all 
around campus, the audience will 
also hear generic sporting event 
chants. 
The Alma Mater at Puget Sound 
is seen as a symbolic and neces-
sary aspect of being a Logger. 
In the 1947-1948 College of 
Puget Sound Logbook, “Who’s 
Where,” the opening page includes 
the Alma Mater and the signifi-
cance of it:
“In victory or defeat the ‘Alma 
Mater’ expresses the pride we    al-
ways feel in our college.”
This represents the spirit of 
Loggers at any campus event, es-
pecially sporting events, and the 
coming together of fans to support 
their fellow Logger athletes.
Even though the song “Fight, Ye 
Loggers” is not a common chant 
that is heard by Loggers at sport-
ing events, the chorus represents 
the newer and more used chants 
and the spirit behind them.
“Fight ye Loggers!
Fight ye Loggers!
Plunge right on ahead!
Always trying, Always fighting,
History will be made.
With your laurels on your shield,
And all your fighting o’er,
Win or lose in any field,
You’re the fighting Loggers still.”
By MiA KeLLiHeR 
Fan participation: Rowdy Loggers cheer on their basketball team. 
Scorecard 
Men’s Soccer: 
Sept. 28, Willamette 1 vs. Puget Sound 4
Sept. 29, Linfield 1 vs. Puget Sound 3 
Women’s Soccer:
Sept. 28, Puget Sound 0 @ George Fox 0 2OT
Sept. 29, Puget Sound 1 @ Willamette 0 2OT 
Volleyball 
Sept. 25, Puget Sound 1 @ Pacific Lutheran 3 
Sept. 27, Puget Sound 3 @ Lewis and Clark 1 
“ i have nothing to ask for, 
thanks to God. everything i 
have, God has given me. ”
—Mariano Rivera 
PHOTO COURTESY / LOGGER ATHLETICS 
the long tradition of puget Sound’s fan-led rallying cries 
provides the spirit behind the university’s athletics 
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By STONe COLD STeVe 
AweSOMe
Grizz T. Logger was not always a 
logger. Once, he was a happy tree-
loving bear, living out his days in 
peace with his bear-girlfriend Liz, 
deep in the woods of Dosewallips 
State Park.
Every day they ventured out of 
the forest, caught salmon from the 
river together, got rip-roaringly 
drunk on fermented juniper berries 
and then proceeded to have fero-
cious intercourse.
Those were his good days, the 
days before Grizz betrayed his 
friends of the forest and became the 
abomination of man and bear (not 
pig though) that he is today: Grizz 
T. Logger.
“What does the T. stand for,” you 
dare to ask? Taco. But that will be 
explained later.
One fateful day, Grizz returned 
to his bear-mancave to find his 
bear-girlfriend Liz mounted by an 
enormous black bear with illus-
trious flowing fur that only Fabio 
himself could possibly rival.
Grizz was so overcome by rage 
that he immediately went for Fabio’s 
jugular, tore it out and choked his 
bear-girlfriend with it until, finally, 
she breathed her last bear-breath.
He then let loose a roar of tri-
umph mixed with unfathomable 
sadness that would have inspired 
Shakespeare, were he alive, to write 
his very first bear tragedy.
Before Grizz met Liz, he used to 
meander into the woods at night in 
search of something extraordinary.
During his wanders, he came 
across a group of young cult-
ists dressed in black, chanting and 
holding hands around an enormous 
fire.
He couldn’t make sense out of 
any of their words except for one 
that they seemed to repeat with 
mindless insistency: Satan.
The word had remained in his 
mind since that night and so out of 
his desperation, he mimicked the 
unholy word aloud as best he could 
until he thought it sounded right.
Suddenly, a cloaked figure mate-
rialized out of the darkness of his 
cave and asked Grizz what he want-
ed to become.
“MAN,” he growled again and 
again, until Grizz felt his form 
change—he no longer felt the need 
to crawl on all fours and stood up 
on his hind legs, feeling stronger 
and more confident with his new 
human physique.
The cloaked figure smiled at 
Grizz and disappeared as if he had 
never been there.
Grizz then went off into the forest 
again as he did so long ago, search-
ing for something extraordinary.
Not long after, he heard axes 
chopping, chainsaws sawing and 
human voices chatting in a near-
by clearing, and rather than fleeing 
as he used to, Grizz drew closer to 
watch the action.
A group of men in flannel shirts 
and hard hats were gathered around 
an enormous tree, which Grizz 
measured to be at least three times 
his size in width, and began to cut 
into it with a two-man-saw—after a 
couple minutes, he watched as the 
giant plummeted toward the earth.
He had never seen anything so 
awesome in his entire life, but he 
knew he could do better.
So Grizz strutted over to the men 
and, without saying a word, picked 
up a nearby axe and felled the 
neighboring tree with one mighty 
“WHACK.”
The loggers were elated, hooting 
and howling at Grizz’s strength, so 
Grizz bared his fangs into what he 
thought to be a smile and contin-
ued his frenzied treeicide until the 
entire forest was gone.
After a hard day’s work, Grizz 
was rewarded with a rotund log-
ger’s spare outfit and all the fer-
mented juniper berries that he 
could ever want—that is, as long as 
he kept chopping down trees like a 
bear reincarnation of Paul Bunyan.
But all that was nothing com-
pared to the sweet taste of revenge 
that each felled tree gave him.
The weight of pain that he 
felt whenever he thought of Fa-
bio nailing Liz in his own home 
seemed to lessen with every forest 
he chopped down.
“So what does the T. actually 
stand for,” you dare to ask again?
It’s taco. No really, it is. The log-
gers gave him a taco for lunch that 
day and he loved it so much that it 
became his nickname.
But anyway, the vampire pres-
ident of Pungent Sound, Tonald 
Rhombus, soon heard of Grizz’s 
amazing feats and was so inspired 
by his story that he chose him to be 
the school’s  new mascot in place of 
the former Mountain Mike-esque 
lumberjack.
Occasionally, Grizz T. Logger 
visits the campus to display his ve-
hement hatred of all things inno-
cent and good.
So try not to walk around cam-
pus looking too happy—otherwise 
Grizz might snap and there will be 
nothing, not even Tonald Rhom-
bus, to stop him.
Well, except maybe tacos. He 
loves that shit.
By eDDie piSSReX
In an effort to raise Univer-
sity retention rates, the Puget 
Sound administration intention-
ally scheduled this year’s annu-
al campus visit day during one of 
the worst storms Tacoma has ever 
seen. 
The directive came from the 
Campus Visit Program office 
(CVP) to hold the event this past 
weekend, and was made in order 
to “weed out the soft,” according 
to CVP director Charlie Feelgood.
 “Our levels have been dismal in 
terms of retaining kids for four-
year terms,” Feelgood said. “And 
we realized that the kids from 
warmer climates just aren’t up to 
snuff for the rugged Pacific North-
west.” 
Thus, the administration 
deemed it necessary to put the 
prospective students to the test. 
The storm itself was composed 
of some of the strongest winds in 
over a decade, according to the 
Pierce County Weather Network 
(PWN). 
Speeds were clocked at 69 MPH 
by local authorities and through-
out the day there were severe flood 
warnings in Pierce County. 
Retention rates have been no-
ticeably low over the last five years, 
particularly in comparison to oth-
er similar liberal arts institutions. 
The solution offered by CVP: to 
let new students leave before they 
even arrive. 
The description given to Trail 
reporters is that the school has 
been facing an unfair disadvan-
tage due to the rainy Tacoma 
weather when it comes to student 
body retention. 
This new method aims to raise 
that number by giving preference 
to those preconditioned to adverse 
climates. 
“We don’t want any babies roam-
ing around the campus,” dean of 
students Don Wilsfeld said. “And 
I don’t know just how many more 
pairs of sopping UGGs I can han-
dle seeing.”
The effort comes as a new meth-
od employed by the University in 
order to market campus as a place 
for rugged individuals who stand 
defiant in the face of nature. 
Past efforts to brand the campus 
as just another happy-go-lucky en-
vironment for growth and learn-
ing have not worked in the favor 
of the administration. 
In the long run, the image of the 
campus as a sunny and bustling 
campus are not sustainable be-
cause of the actuality of Northwest 
weather patterns. 
Head of the Biology Depart-
ment Wilma Evenford comment-
ed, “We live in a unique biological 
environment that ought to be cel-
ebrated. A good tan just isn’t natu-
ral here.” 
The argument was also made 
by several Center for Health and 
Wellness staff members that the 
budget for handling students fac-
ing seasonal depression would be 
greatly lowered. 
“We can only do so much for 
blubbering children missing their 
parents,” one anonymous CHWS 
worker remarked.
Before the event was held, cam-
pus tour guides were given the op-
tion to participate in the Univer-
sity’s flood insurance program in 
light of the high risk of weather 
activity. 
Guides were also advised not to 
worry about lost or missing per-
sons, as the University most likely 
would not want to offer them ad-
mission anyway. 
At one point in the afternoon, a 
log raft was fashioned by campus 
visit tour guides in order to ford a 
small lake that had formed at the 
bottom of Theme Row. 
Several Passages leaders were 
called in by security for their float-
building experience. 
“I can’t wait to attend next fall,” 
one prospective student said. “I 
heard the school’s outdoor pro-
gram was excellent, but this is 
something else.”
It is still to be seen if the new 
branding technique will work.
 However, marketing oneself ac-
curately might prove to be helpful 
in the long run.
origins of grizz t. logger
Grizz: Ironic that this tree-killer has become the mascot for a 
college full of tree-huggers.
fml: an interview
By VeRNiCiOUS KNiD
So there I was...a tipsy parental 
unit to the left of me, an unclean, 
French-toast uniformed line of 
boy-creatures to the right of me, 
a one Mr. Jamin G. Queue (he 
would have none of the new, first-
name-basis poppycock) teaching 
Cotillion around me and a bet lost 
to another writer from The Flail at 
the forefront of my thoughts, re-
minding me that I had no choice 
but to stay here and make the best 
of what was looking to be the in-
terview from hell. 
As a “graduate” of the program, 
upon my arrival I had been press-
ganged into filling in for some 
snotty a-hole Greenburg who had 
decided that it was beneath him to 
attend. 
The f**ker. 
Mr. Queue ignored me for most 
of the lesson, focusing instead on 
maintaining a six-Bible distance 
between dance partners, correct-
ing hand positions and tottering 
around the room in a manner ar-
rhythmic to the music coming 
from the scratchy stereos. 
He was entering that stage of an 
old man’s life when the fug from 
his mouth and his hair-filled nos-
trils  starts to give off the ever-fa-
miliar, pungent aroma of feces. 
Although eloquently man-
nered and soft spoken, Mr. Queue 
had acquired the certain glazed, 
rheumy-eyed look of those who 
have witnessed infinity through 
the ends of their nasal cavities. Or, 
rather, the end of the Cold War. 
He gamely put up with the 
squirming, hormonal pre-teens 
and seemed not to notice their 
baleful stares nor the lustful 
glances of the Mommies Of Ad-
vanced Maternal Age from across 
the room. 
Ah, the little chillens. How 
hatefully they glared at the oppo-
site gender when forced to pick 
partners! 
The indignation on the girls’ 
faces when Mr. Queue told them 
they could not choose their own 
partner but had to stay put and 
wait for some smelly hopeful with 
sweaty hands to cross the room 
and pick them as their dancing 
partner after losing the oppor-
tunity to dance with the prettiest 
girl in the room! 
At this point the lesson was 
starting to get quite fun. I had for-
gotten how much it sucked being 
a teenager, and felt vindictively 
gleeful whenever one of the girls 
stomped on the cowish boys’ feet 
with their well-shod heels, which 
made the handsy perp moo plain-
tively until Mr. Queue threatened 
to ring its bells. 
I’ll have to give it to the old 
codger; he certainly knew how 
to give orders. He lectured while 
he bent wrists, adjusted elbows 
and frowned at parental units and 
even me in my blue jeans.
“Cotillion!” he practically 
crowed, “why Cotillion? Why so-
cial dance?” I looked around. 
Crickets. 
The parental unit grinned ge-
nially at me and was starting to 
list to one side.
Mr. Queue looked rather for-
lorn, but readily divulged the an-
swer when I confronted him lat-
er, after the class, “Cotillion...asks 
us to step into a romanticized vi-
sion of the past and the pre-exist-
ing gender roles waiting for us to 
make them real again. Cotillion. 
Even the word tells you something 
of its French roots.” 
Here he paused to cough up 
some phlegm into a large plaid 
handkerchief he had tucked in his 
back pocket (my God man not in 
front of the children) before con-
tinuing, “and recalls the long-held 
traditions that survived the wars 
of the 20th century so that one 
day the middle school boys and 
girls could grow up and start hav-
ing babies after they had a proper 
debut and society acknowledged 
they were ready for coitus.” 
He eyed me beadily and looked 
ready to continue, clearly warm-
ing to his theme and to his atten-
tive audience, but I stopped him 
and thanked him for letting me 
perch among the lemmings just so 
I could fulfill my end of the stu-
pid bet. 
I mean, really, if he said coitus 
one more time he was going to get 
his ass handed to him. He’d still be 
the olfactory smelling senior citi-
zen teaching Cotillion. 
But then he asked about My 
Mother, who was Such A Lady, 
and My Father, the Funny Giraffe, 
and shit. That’s when I remem-
bered that the other half of the 
Cotillion class was Etiquette, and 
he had (once again) learned me 
a lesson. So I high-tailed it out of 
there, dislocated ass in hand and 
tripped over the door stop on the 
way out like the smooth middle-
school graduate I am.
administration deters new students with awful weather
PHOTO COURTESY/MATT SKLAR
“ i don’t know just how 
many more pairs of 
sopping wet UGGs i can 
handle seeing.”
—Dean of Students, Don Wilsfeld
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By CASeY DeY
Got an itch to have a unique din-
ing experience? Want to learn how 
to line dance? Head to Steel Creek 
Steakhouse! Country not your 
thing? 
Here are some unique Tacoma 
restaurants to check out.
STEEL CREEK WHISKEY 
STEAKHOUSE offers a variety of 
steaks, burgers and seafood within 
the $10 to $30 range.
 Come at 8 p.m. on Tuesday and 
Thursday nights to learn a variety 
of Western dances, including the 
polka, two-step, freestyle cha-cha, 
four-count swing and line dancing, 
on the largest whiskey barrel oak 
dance floor in the south sound. 
Tickets for dance lessons cost $5 
and include a free beverage.
Guests under 21 are not permitted 
on the dance floor after 9 p.m., nor 
on the mechanical bull, but it is well 
worth it for anyone looking to learn 
a variety of fun and unique dances, 
whether a huge country music fan, 
dance enthusiast or merely friend 
dragged along as a dance partner.
Guests do not need any experi-
ence to take these non-formal les-
sons. Local Western-style dance in-
structors Char Alexander and Alan 
Provencher take good care of their 
students, making sure everyone has 
a good time and does not run into 
any trouble.
They start every lesson slowly 
for the beginners, then provide a 
“fast lane” or small area designated 
for those already familiar with the 
dance moves or who have picked it 
up quickly. 
They provide several variations of 
each dance, increasing the complex-
ity each time, all to the beat of some 
classic and modern country songs.
While the drink menu is limited 
for those under 21, food options in-
clude rib-eye, top sirloin, flat-iron 
and porterhouse steaks with a va-
riety of sauces; six different kinds 
of burgers, such as the Wild West 
Burger—cheese, barbecue sauce and 
bacon —and even a salmon burger; 
sandwiches, such as French Dip 
made with prime rib and Korean 
BBQ sloppy joe; and seafood, in-
cluding lobster mac n’ cheese, cedar 
plank salmon, jumbo prawns and 
shrimp-stuffed salmon.
 The prize dessert is the Fireball 
Bread Pudding, made with ambro-
sia chocolate, raisins and almonds 
and topped with a cinnamon whis-
key glaze.
Steel Creek is located on 1114 
Broadway in Downtown Tacoma, 
and is open Tuesday-Wednesday 
11:30 a.m. to 11 p.m., Thursday-
Saturday 11:30 a.m. to 2 a.m., and 
Sundays from 11:30 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Steel Creek is not the only place 
in town to find a dining experience 
with more than just food. Tacoma 
offers a wide variety of unique and 
relatively inexpensive restaurants.
Looking for barbecued “soul 
food” with a fun and loveable own-
er? Check out UNCLE THURMS 
FINGER LICKIN’ RIBS AND 
CHICKEN on 3709 S. G St., open 10 
a.m. to 11 p.m. every day.
Looking for traditional Japanese 
teppanyaki, where the chefs cook 
right in front of you? Check out 
MANDOLIN SUSHI AND STEAK 
HOUSE on 3023 S. 12 St., open for 
lunch Monday-Saturday 11 a.m. 
to 2:30 p.m., and dinner every day 
from 4 p.m. to 10 p.m.
Willing to pay a little more for a 
truly unique breakfast or lunch? 
Check out BABBLIN’S BABS on 
2724 N. Proctor St., open Wednes-
day-Sunday 8 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Willing to pay a little more for 
a beautiful view of the Sound and 
beautiful Chihuly glass artwork? 
Check out THE SOCIAL BAR AND 
GRILL on 1715 Dock St., right next 
to the Museum of Glass, open Sun-
day-Thursday 11 a.m. to 12 a.m., 
and Friday-Saturday 11 a.m. to 1 
a.m.
By KATHRYN STUTZ
For those of you new to 
Tacoma—or even those of you who 
have simply been a bit stuck in the 
Puget Sound bubble, or those who 
need a place to tour around visiting 
parents and relatives—our town 
is home to a number of excellent 
museums you can explore during 
your time here. 
From the world-famous Museum 
of Glass and the other five major 
museums of the Tacoma Museum 
District to Puget Sound’s very own 
Slater Natural History Museum, 
the range and quality of museums 
is one of the best things about our 
“City of Destiny.”
the tacoMa 
MuSeuM oF glaSS
The flagship of Tacoma’s 
Museum District, the Museum 
of Glass routinely plays host 
to talented glass artists in their 
stage-like Live Glassmaking “Hot 
Shop.” Numerous glass sculptures 
surround the museum’s distinctive 
cone shape.
 The museum is open Wednesday 
through Sunday throughout the 
fall and winter season, with the 
exception of holidays.
 Student admission is $10, and 
college students can get in for free 
every Sunday with valid student ID. 
tacoMa art 
MuSeuM
Also in downtown Tacoma, 
the Art Museum has excellent 
rotating exhibits and permanent 
installations that complement the 
city’s thriving artistic life. 
The museum is open Wednesday 
through Sunday, and admission is 
$8 for students. 
WaShington State 
hiStory MuSeuM
Another of the main features of 
the Tacoma Museum District, the 
Washington State History Museum 
has one of the best collections of 
historical artifacts in the state. 
The museum is open Thursdays 
through Sundays, for $10. 
On Thursday evenings, admission 
is free. 
chihuly glaSS 
Bridge
A free-to-all public art exhibit, 
you can find the Chihuly Bridge of 
Glass stretching over the downtown 
railroad tracks between the Museum 
of Glass and the Washington State 
History Museum plaza. 
Three installations of glass art by 
Tacoma native and former Puget 
Sound student Dale Chihuly span 
the bridge: the Seaform Pavilion, a 
ceiling of lit glass objects suspended 
in an enclosed section of the 
walkway, and the Venetian Wall, a 
series of tall shelves with fantastical 
glass vases—some of the largest ever 
created in the glass medium—and 
the Crystal Towers, two columns 
of deep blue glass with the look of 
long-frozen ice, which glow at night 
with illumination from below.
 As Chihuly said, “The bridge is 
the gateway that welcomes people 
to Tacoma. We wanted something 
unique in the world, something 
that is full of color and offers a 
joyous experience to passersby 
both night and day.” 
 A preview of Chihuly’s work 
a bit closer to home can be found 
in Lowry Wyatt Hall; he created 
the glass art that hangs in the hall’s 
enormous west-facing windows. 
The Chihuly Bridge of Glass is 
free and accessible every day, year-
round. 
Fort niSqually 
living hiStory 
MuSeuM
On the site of the first European 
settlement in the Puget Sound area 
stands Fort Nisqually, now a piece 
of living history. 
Reconstructions of life during the 
eras of colonization and Western 
migration are on permanent 
display and events like candlelight 
tours and bonfires run throughout 
the month of October. 
A full calendar of events can be 
found on the museum’s website, 
metroparkstacoma.org.
The fort is open Thursdays 
through Sundays in the fall and 
winter, and student admission is $5. 
Slater natural 
hiStory MuSeuM
Right here on the University 
campus, the Slater Natural 
History Museum holds numerous 
biological specimens and unusual 
animals.
Though the museum doesn’t 
have regular open hours, events 
like last week’s Owl Night, where 
docents showed off and discussed 
Slater’s dozens of owl species, occur 
often. 
A series of upcoming events, 
Nights at the Museum, will be 
advertised across campus.
You can also swing by the 
windows into the museum’s front 
rooms on the second floor of 
Thompson to catch a glimpse of 
professional skinners and students 
working on preparing samples. 
FoSS WaterWay 
Seaport
Located in the dock 
neighborhood of Tacoma, the 
Foss Seaport has a comprehensive 
collection of the region’s maritime 
history. 
With displays on the shipping 
trade based in Tacoma since the 
days of early colonial settlement, 
the seaport is a must-see, open 
Thursday through Sunday, and 
student admission is $4. 
point deFiance Zoo
Located in Tacoma’s beautiful 
Point Defiance Park, our local zoo 
has a wide variety of animals and 
interactive exhibits.
The zoo is open daily, and 
admission is $17. 
On a budget, but still want to visit 
the Museum District? You can buy 
a 7-day, 1-time-per museum access 
pass to the Tacoma Art Museum, 
the Museum of Glass and the 
Washington State History Museum, 
for $20. 
Explore Tacoma’s
Museum scene
Fun restaurants to explore 
Chihuly at Wyatt: Get off campus to see more Chihuly glass!
PHOTO COURTESY/PUGETSOUND.EDU
timed competition will bring 
creative people together tomorrow
entrepreneurs thrive at 
“innovate! create!” event
By AUDReY KAUfMAN
Aspiring entrepreneurs, listen up! 
You could win $100. 
Tacoma Entrepreneurial Net-
work’s (TEN) annual event, “Inno-
vate! Create!” is a challenging com-
petition for entrepreneurs.  
While “Innovate! Create!” takes 
place here on campus at the Univer-
sity of Puget Sound, the event also at-
tracts students from all over Tacoma. 
Students from any of Tacoma’s 
institutions of higher education, 
(including Evergreen State College, 
University of Washington Tacoma, 
Pacific Lutheran University  (PLU) 
and of course, University of Puget 
Sound) are allowed to participate. 
At “Innovate! Create!”, students are 
given a problem to solve in groups. 
After doing some team-building ac-
tivities, they then brainstorm a suc-
cessful solution and pitch that solu-
tion to a panel of judges. 
Oh, and all of this must be done 
under five hours. 
 The very first “Innovate! Create!” 
in 2011 hosted six groups with three 
to four people in each group. They 
were given the problem of waste 
management.  
Students are allowed, and in fact 
encouraged, to consult some of Taco-
ma’s local entrepreneurs for knowl-
edge and guidance. 
Over the five hours, they slowly 
build a presentation for their pitch. 
Senior and president of Puget 
Sound’s Entrepreneurial Club, Kevin 
Staehly, praises the competition as an 
amazing educational opportunity. 
“I participated in Innovate! Cre-
ate! the year it debuted, my sopho-
more year, in 2011. I was amazed by 
the competition: it was like nothing 
I’d ever experienced before. What I 
loved about it was that there was no 
prep work or anything like that. You 
just had to show up and be willing 
to work with people. The first year 
was great, and I learned quite a bit. 
I brought that back last year for my 
second try. Last year I got to partner 
with some students from PLU who 
brought amazing experiences and 
input to the group. After our pitch 
to the judges, we went on to win the 
competition last year,” Staehly said
And not only perspective entre-
preneurs should participate. 
“This is an event that I would en-
courage everyone to participate in. 
Because we are a liberal arts school, 
there are things that you learn in the 
classroom that can be used and ap-
plied anywhere. Different students 
bring different things to the table, 
and even if one is not involved in or 
interested in business, they may still 
have an idea that is worth exploring 
and developing further. Innovate! 
Create! puts you in touch with these 
people.” 
In addition to the fun challenge 
this event presents, participants can 
also receive prizes for their solution’s 
level of success, sustainability and in-
novation. 
The first place prize is a $100 gift 
card of the winner’s choice to each 
member of the winning group. For 
the second and third place winner, 
each member receives a restaurant 
gift card to X Group Restaurants 
(this includes Asado, Masa and En-
gine House No. 9.) 
“Innovate! Create!” will take place 
in the Wheelock Student Center’s 
Rotunda on Oct. 5 at 10 a.m.
Launched in 2011 by University 
of Puget Sound professor Lynette 
Claire, the college branch of the TEN 
seeks to connect college students in 
Tacoma with local businesses and 
community members.
  In this way, the TEN hopes to en-
courage college students to explore 
and build entrepreneurial careers.
  The college network holds 30 to 
40 events per year, so if you enjoy 
“Innovate! Create!” you can check 
out the calendar on the Tacoma En-
trepreneurial website for informa-
tion on more events.
 In the past, TEN has organized 
Entrepreneur Film Festivals in Puget 
Sound’s Rausch Auditorium and 
campus field trips  to Gibson’s Frozen 
Yogurt.
 They have also had programs 
during National and Global Entre-
preneurship Weeks, which have in-
cluded field trips to local businesses 
and lectures on different types of 
businesses. 
There is absolutely no cost to reg-
ister or participate, but if you are in-
terested in this event, you should reg-
ister on the Tacoma Entrepreneurial 
Network’s website so they know how 
many participants to expect. 
You can also check out University 
of Puget Sound’s own TEN Club to 
find out more about events on and 
off campus. 
Steel Creek: Line dancing lessons make dinner more exciting.
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By SABiNe GLOCKeR
When people imagine movie di-
rectors, they imagine older people 
with ashen hair in expensive tuxedos 
at movie premiers. But what people 
don’t oft en think of is how those fa-
mous directors started out. 
Chances are they were in the same 
position as the people who made the 
fi lm Commencement. 
Liam Tully, director, is not an el-
derly man with millions of dollars to 
use for a fi lm. 
Airiel Quintana, writer, is not a 
famous writer who has had years of 
experience in the industry. 
And Romene Davis, although cur-
rently working in Los Angeles for a 
casting company, did not start off 
having access to the people within 
the business. 
Everyone involved in this student-
made fi lm was doing it for the fi rst 
time—and the outcome is something 
to be admired. 
Commencement is a fi lm that takes 
place during three time periods, all 
of which are set at the University of 
Puget Sound. 
Th e fi lm discusses the issues of 
marginalized people. 
Th e idea for the fi lm fi rst came 
about when Quintana and Davis 
were talking about the experiences 
of members of isolated social groups. 
Th eir discussion snowballed into 
making a fi lm.
In the 1940s, a Japanese-American 
student (played by Paige Maney) 
deals with the aft ermath of Pearl 
Harbor and is sent to the internment 
camps.
In the 1970s, the issues with inter-
racial relationships are shown; and 
in the 1990s, they explored a gay-
straight roommate dynamic. 
All three areas of time intersect to-
gether to create a beautiful fi lm. 
As a college production, the fi lm-
makers did not have the luxury of a 
multi-million dollar budget or access 
to the newest cameras and the most 
famous actors and actresses. 
Th ey faced the issue of having only 
one camera, which they rented from 
ASUPS, and only had a small bud-
get for costumes, also supplied by 
ASUPS. 
Th e majority of the movie was a 
DIY eff ort. Th ey built the boom and 
the steadicam. Th ey did not all have 
the experience of big fi lm industry 
workers, but they made do with what 
they had. 
It was the fi rst time for everyone. 
Tully referred to them as “movie 
virgins” and discussed how even 
though it was everyone’s fi rst time 
making a movie, they worked to-
gether and worked hard to make this 
piece of art. 
Along with the lack of funding 
came the fact that the actors were 
not paid in anything but “love, cold 
weather, and butterfl y kisses,” Tully 
and Daniel Peterschmidt, the direc-
tor of photography, laughed. 
Th ey talked to their friends, ac-
quaintances, friends of friends and 
members of the drama department 
in search of people who would be 
willing to do the fi lm for experience’s 
sake, not for a monetary reward. 
Although it ended up being very 
challenging to get people together, 
with everyone’s busy schedules and 
the lack of pay resulting in less mo-
tivation, they worked hard and the 
work paid off . 
Th e cast functioned well; their 
roles blended together and they fi g-
ured out how to make a movie to-
gether without the help of an experi-
enced fi lmmaker. 
Tully said that although people 
may laugh at the outcome of the fi lm, 
no one was to blame but him and his 
lack of directorial skill, because ev-
eryone was incredible to work with 
and he thoroughly enjoyed himself. 
“Limitation breeds creativity,” Pe-
terschmidt said. 
Despite the issues they faced, ev-
eryone loved working together. Ev-
eryone was “really positive,” Tully 
said.
He talked about how he loved 
working with people who had never 
acted before because they were so 
open to learning and were excited to 
be given the opportunity. 
Making a small-budget fi lm with-
out experience is a huge challenge, 
but people cannot become the next 
Toby Hooper or George Lucas with-
out fi rst starting off  with friends and 
a small camera. 
Peterschmidt said that making this 
fi lm shows the “dedication people 
can have towards this sort of project” 
and that “a lot of love and hard work 
went into it.” 
Commencement will be screened 
in Rausch Auditorium on Oct. 25 
and 26. 
Commencement: Film debuts on campus
film explores individual marginalization at puget Sound
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By OLiViA pieRCe 
fReeMAN
For the month of September, the 
Food Justice Book Club read Free 
For All by Janet Poppendieck, which 
elaborates on the construct of the 
school food system in America. 
Th is week’s discussion focused 
on this issue in the context of the 
school systems in Tacoma and the 
developing initiatives around the 
community in support of providing 
healthy food for students.
Farm-to-table programs are 
possible and are in fact supported 
by Washington legislature, but 
the barrier preventing widespread 
development of such programs is in 
large part due to the school district’s 
contract with Food Services of 
America (FSOA) being too tight. 
For example, last year two 
students at Roosevelt Elementary 
went into anaphylactic shock aft er 
eating raspberries grown in the 
school garden, which resulted in a 
ban on the tasting of any food found 
on school grounds other than those 
provided by FSOA. 
Th e ban has recently been 
lessened, according to Puget Sound 
alumna Aliyah Simcoff , who 
currently works with a gardening-
focused program for Eastside kids 
called Eastside Green Th umb. 
Currently, parental sign-off  is 
required on a permission slip that 
states, in all capitals, that their 
children are allowed to eat from 
the school garden “UNDER THE 
RISK OF SEVERE SICKNESS OR 
DEATH.”
“It’s a little bit of an improvement, 
but things are slow going. In my 
opinion, it’s a case of the school 
district putting their own wellness 
over the students’ whom they serve,” 
Simcoff  said. 
And because of this incident, 
the school district is worried about 
liabilities in growing food on school 
property and feeding it to their 
students. 
“[Th is behavior] totally 
undermines any point of a school 
garden,” Simcoff  said. 
FSOA has a lot of lobbying 
power over the districts responsible 
for getting food into schools and 
hospitals.
“Th ey try to convince people 
that local and organic agriculture 
may not be safe,” Matt Price, Puget 
Sound alumnus, member of the 
Pierce County Gleaning Project, 
and leader of the Food Justice Book 
Club, said.
“[School meals provided by food 
services are] nutritionally sparse, 
processed, packaged, and oft en in 
horrible shape by the time they’re 
actually served,” Simcoff  said. “I had 
students complain of their pizza still 
being frozen, or their bread being 
moldy,” she continued, “and this was 
a common occurrence.” 
Book club member and Puget 
Sound alumna Laura Wisdom 
explained that when she was a tutor 
through AmeriCorps, the sessions 
took place in the library, which 
meant no food allowed. 
Wisdom testifi ed to the fact that 
it’s hard to work with students who 
are malnourished and that this issue 
doesn’t solely concern hunger. If 
kids are in class and hungry, they 
are not going to learn as well as they 
would otherwise. 
“It’s not their fault that they’re 
hungry,” Wisdom said. “Where’s the 
out to that?”
Despite the pushback from school 
boards and monopolies like FSOA 
who have a large infl uence over the 
food-distribution arena, there are 
eff orts being made within Tacoma 
to establish a sense of communal 
support in the growing and 
distribution of healthy, nourishing 
foods for schools and families. 
“Th ere are so many players and 
people involved between the school 
district, local community, local 
gardens, and harvesters,” Price said. 
Th e Pierce County Gleaning 
Project (the sponsor of the Food 
Justice Book Club) is one of the 
largest Tacoma initiatives whose 
goals are to harvest produce that 
would otherwise go to waste and 
to bring it to county food banks to 
provide more fresh food to those 
who need it. 
Another big contributor to 
Tacoma’s food justice movement 
is Hilltop Urban Gardens (HUG), 
a community-based organization 
that implements strategies for 
building an abundant environment 
with knowledge of and access to 
“fresh, aff ordable, healthy, clean, 
sustainable, safe, and culturally 
appropriate food,” according to 
hilltopurbangardens.com. 
Th e Square Feet Nutrition 
Program, through Washington State 
University’s Agricultural Extension 
Program, is also a top player in 
leading the change to get healthy 
foods into schools through a garden-
enhanced nutrition curriculum that 
introduces students and families to 
the basics of gardening, composting, 
harvesting and nutrition. 
“Like any bureaucracy, the 
public school system is hard to 
change,” Simcoff  said. “It’s a shame 
how tangled up in a legal web 
the situation is now and it’s going 
to take a long time and a lot of 
work just to bring back the school 
garden programs that were already 
established, let alone to bring new 
programs to Tacoma schools.”
For those interested in 
contributing to the food justice 
movement in Tacoma, email a 
school board member and explain 
to them the desire to see more farm-
to-school programs established in 
Tacoma. 
Th e Food Justice Book Club 
meets every fourth Wednesday of 
the month at King’s Books to discuss 
the matters of food justice, gleaning 
and food security.
Food Justice Literacy: Last month’s choice focused on the meals provided by public schools.
Food Justice book club engages community
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Student Film: “Commencement” will be shown at 6:30 p.m. 
Oct. 25 and 26 in Rausch Auditorium
